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Whose baby is he?—Mr. and Mrs. B. B.
Smith of 1652 Latham st.. found this little
bundle of joy in a box on their f ront
porch on Feb. 17 after contact ass made
"The South's Independent Weekly"
Merchants Who Advertise In The TRI-STATE DETENDEI? Are Telling You TheyAppreciate Ling Business With You. Patronize Them.
by a mysterious railer. With it was a note
explaining that the child was born on Jan.
9. Holding him here is Mrs. Georgia Bryant
of Juvenile Court staff. (Withers Photo)
Still Seeking Parents
• Of Baby Left On Steps
Mr. and Mrs. B. B. Smith when a six-week-old baby boy
of 1652 Latham st. were was left on their doorsteps.
pleasantly surprised last week The couple thought that
Dyer County Deputy Sheriff
Cleared In $45,000 Court Case
A former Dyer county dep- ironed for his mother, and had
uty sheriff was cleared of hay- come across the store where
ing violated a 32-year-old Ne-
gro's civil rights on July 22,
1961, in a $45,000 damage suit
heard in Federal District Court
here last week, but not before
the defendant had sweated for
almost eight hours.
011ie Brown, Jr., a Dyers-
burg compress warehouse
ja worker, brought the suit
qr against Joe Lynn Dasis, who
shot him in the leg; former
Dyer County Sheriff Ted Pitt
and the Aetna Casualty and
Surety company of Hartford,
Conn.
Brown said he was walking
home from a dance about 1
a.m, on that date and that
Davis stopped him and order-
ed him into his car. When he
kept walking, Brown stated,
the deputy shot him in the leg.
During cross examination,
Davis said he and an acquaint-
ance, Davis Walker, happen-
ed to be driving in the area
after having ,picked up some
clothes a Negro woman had
•
a burglary had been attempt-
ed.
DEADLOCKED AT FIRST
The former deputy claimed
he shot Brown after he resist-
ed arrest and threatend him
with a knife. Walker did not
testify.
The case was heard by an
ell-white jury, which after de-
liberating for almost a com-
plete day came in at 4:30 and
told Judge Brown that it was
hopelessly deadlocked.
Told to reconsider the case,
the jury went out and re-
turned later with a verdict in
favor of the defendant.
Cordell Hull Sloan, attorney
for Brown, said he would de-
cide this week, following a
conference with the defendant
and his attorne:y, if he will ask
for a new trial.
Clark Moss of Dyersburg
represented Davis.
Brown still faces trial on a
charge of attempting to com-
mit a felony.
they would be able to keep
the child. But since then they
have /earned that just because
someone picks you out as the
recipient of an unwanted baby
is no clear-cut adoption.
In fact, someone else may
end up keeping or adopting the
little boy they hoped •would
be theirs.
After the Smiths notified the
police about the child left on
their steps, he was carried to
Juvenile Court where he has
been referred to the Public
,Welfare aepartment. It is now
Hooking for the baby's parents.
1, According to Mrs. Georgia
Bryant, who is handling the
child's case, the search will go
on for about four months. In
the meantime, the youngster
will be placed in a foster home,
and will eventually be adopted
if the parents do not claim
him before then.
GOOD HEALTH
Although Mr. and Mrs.
Smith claim they have enough
money to take care of the
child, they both work and
would have to get someone to
care for the baby during the
day.
"The child had been well
cared for before he was aban-
doned," attendants at Juvenile
Court said, "and he is in ex-
cellent health."
Since he joined other de-
pendent babies at the Juvenile
Court, Mrs. Smith has been
there to visit him.
Among those who would
like to carry the baby home
to keep is Mrs. Bryant. She
has a house full of girls.
Placed in Juvenile Court
were Gloria Jean Moore, six,
.ind her brother, Richard
Moore, Jr., seven.
According to police, M r s.
Vaughn was arrested and the
children taken to the hospital
and treated for cuts and bruis-
es after they ran to a neigh-
bor's house bleeding from cuts
inflicted with heavy electric
wire. Mrs. Vaughn denied that
ehe used anything but 
s 
switch-
es on Inc children. raised
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To Propose Negro Democrat
For Election Commission
Aunt Of Small Children Democratic
Denies Inflicting Wounds Club To
Upon Them While In Court Offer Name
Two young children were
declared wards of Juvenile
Court last Thursday after Ju-
venile Court Judge Kenneth
Turner found their aunt guilty
of "contributing to the de-
dependency" of the youngsters.
Mrs. Mamie Vaughn of 1282
Edith pleaded not guilty to the
The little girl told Judge
Turner that she had gotten
some of the numerous scars on
her body when she fell down-
stairs at their home, but she
finally admitted that some
were inflicted by Mrs. Vaughn,
and she pointed to one of the
heavy pieces of wire as the
charge and was taken to jail weapon the woman used on
and later released on $250 her.
bond. Richard Moore, Sr., of 205 S.
Wellington at., father of the
children, told the court that
he had been letting his aunt
care for the children because
and unab/e to properly tend to
them.
his wife was frequently ill 
Negroes OfJudge Turner said that Mrs. Bygone Days
Vaughn will be tried in Crim-
inal Court for mistreating the
children, and they will be
placed in foster homes.
them from the time they were tan Musiallittle babies."
BEATEN SEVERELY
Lt. Thomas H. Smith of the
!Police Department was in Ju- JACKSON. Miss. - Former
venile Court and stated that baseball star Stan Mtusial has
their investigation showed that canceled an appearance at a
the children had been beaten
severely and that the girl was
bleeding from lacerations on
the lip.
While the case was being
heard, Mrs. Vaughn was con-
tinually whispering something
to the little boy seated next
to her — until Judge Turner
made her move to the other
side of the court room — and
when he was called to testify
the child said he had gotten
the bruises in a fight at school.
iCancels Date
segregated meeting scheduled
for Feb. 24.
Musial. now Director of the
President's Committee on Phy-
sical Fitness, told the members
of the Jackson Touchdown Club
his new duties with the Presi-
dent's Committee forced him to
cancel the date.
John Lewis, chairman of the
Student Nonviolent Coordina-
ting Committee iSNCC) had
asked the St. Louis Cardinals'
vice president to cancel.
•
(vii Rights Complainant — Conferring with his theta 011ie
Brown, Jr., right, of Dyersburg, Tenn., while a jury con-
.idered his $45,000 civil rights suit, is Cordell hull Sloan,
Memphis attorney. The 32-year.old compress warehouse
worker was shot in the leg by a Dyer county deputy sheriff
h. 1961. He lost the suit. (Withers Photo)
THE DENMARK VFSEY
INSURRECTION
According to history, Den-
mark Vesey was born about
1766 on the Island of Santo
Domingo. lie has been describ-
ed as a handsome and intelli-
gent
u
 young man who was sub-
ject to epileptic seizres. He
lived in the West Indies until
the age of 14, at which time
he became the favorite servant
of a Charleston, S. C., slaver
who traded between the Is-
lands of St. Thomas and St.
Dominique.
For 20 years Vesey sailed
with his master's slave Ail,
until 1800 when he won $1,500
in a lottery which he used to,
purchase his freedom. From
1800 until 1822, Vesey worked
as a carpenter in Charleston,
S. C. During this time he be-
came a well known 
A.M.E.Church lay leader who was
able, as a free Negro, to carry
his anti-slavery messages to
plantations scattered over a
hundred-mile area.
It is said that Vesey wasi•
Inherited By Executives eral languages. He used hiswell educated and spoke sev-
By Staff Writer
SECOND IN SERIES
What calibre of Negro ex-
ecutives does the Chickasaw
Council tend to to hire? What
type of Negro leaders does the
Council award Silver Beavers?
Does the annual banquet actu-
ally represents what is being
done on the unit level? Who
responsible for the lack of
nterest in scouting, Does the
Council feel that Negro scout-
rs are satisfied with the pres-
ent state of affairs? What is
he Council's interpretation of
"Scouting for all boys?"
To what extent have Negro
leaders pushed for equal op-
portunities in scouting? Is it
possible that scouting is just
Memphis-Arkansas Bridge Commission — Five persons
nominated for the new Joint Memphis-Arkansas Bridge
Commission are seen taking the oath during a meeting
of the City Commission here last week. From right are
Whittier A. Seneatacke. Sr.. general manager of Tri-State
Defender; Frark R Ablitren, editor The Commercial AP-
I
Peal; Walter Chandler, attorney, former Memphis mayor
and former U.S. Representative; W. D. Jemison, president
of the Mid-Continent Corp.. and Marvin Jacobs. retired
colonel and former director of the Army Corps of Engi-
neers here. (Withers Photo)
another national popular or-
ganization to join for commu-
nity status?
Has the Negro been guilty
of assuming more than he can
handle? Or is it a poor sense
of values as to what is good
for him and his community?
Has he been lulled into al-
ways having others to tell him
what to do and receiving
tools with which to do it —
even though the tools may not
be the proper tools to accom-
plish a job?
The American Boy Scout
oath and law provides the
basis for scouts and leaders to
judge their own action.
The Scout Oath — "On my
honor I will do my best to do
my duty to God and my coun-
tryand to olSey the Scout law:
to help other people at all
times; to keep my self physi-
cally strong, mentally awaice
and morally straight."
The Scout Law states:"
"A Scout " is trustworthy,
loyal, helpful, friendly, court-
eous, kind, obedient, cheerful,
thrifty, brave, clean and re-
verent."
In the early days of scout-
ing in Memphis, troops or-
ganized for Negro boys were
not permitted to wear the
scout uniform. J. A. Beau-
champ, the first Negro on the
remphis and national staff,
helped to break down some of
the barriers that kept Negro
boys impounded.
Beauchamp, now editor of
the Memphis World newspap-
er, was deprived of adVance-
ment opportunities and learn-
ing conferences and salaries.
Thus! he was molded into a
one-man operation. He spent
nearly 30 years attempting to
sell scouting to Negro leaders.
Some of the overwhelming
problems faced by Beauchamp,
were inherited by other ex-
ecutives, namely, Fred Harris,
now in Rochester, N. Y., after
a successful job in Detroit;
See PROBLF:MS, PAge 2
abilities to arouse Negro
slaves and encourage them to
insurrection. During these
years in Charleston, Vesey
nurtured a deep hatred for
slavery and slaveholders. He
believed that slavery was evil
and that no man was meant to
be a slave for another.
PETER POYAS
About 1817, Vesey conceived
the idea of his insurrection.
For the next five years he
planned, plotted and fanned
the flames among the slaves.
He was given to quotations
from the Bible, from well-
known Abolitionists and Tous-
saint L'Ouverture was his
guiding patron. One of his
favorite quotations was the
words of Joshua: "and they ut-
terly destroyed all that were
in the city, both men and
women, both young and old,
and ox and sheep and ass with
the edge of a sword."
Vesey preached that it was
necessary to strike the first
blow and warned that God
helped only those that helped
themselves. If he saw a Ne-
gro" bowing to a white man
on the streets he would re-
buke them. Gradually he cap-
tured the minds of the Ne-
groes in Charleston and many
slaves feared him much more
than they feared their masters.
Finally, around Christmas
time, in 1821, he selected lead-
ers for his insurrection. He en-
listed slave artisans and class
leaders of the Methodist
church. His chief assistant was
Peter Poyas, who was a ship
carpenter. It was Poyas who
volunteered for the most
dangerous assignment of the
plan which was to surprise
and capture the main guard-
house. In a sense the story of
the Vesey insurrection was al-
so Peter Poyas' story, as Vesey
recognized Poyas, talents and
placed him in charge of or-
ganizing the recruits.
Vesey and Poyas planned a
cell-like organization. Each
leader had a list of the re-
cruits as well as their specific
assignment. Only the leaders,
however, knew the details of
the plot. The average recruit
knew nothing except the name
of his leader and what his
particular job was. During this
time weapons were construct-
ed and disguises were design-
ed. It is said that approximate-
ly 9,000 slaves were finally re-
See NEGROES, Page 2
The Steering Committee of
the Shelby County Democratic
club will discuss the current
investigation of the County
Election Commission during a
special meeting being arrang-
ed for sometime this week,
announced the president of the
club, Atty. Russell B. Sugar-
mon, when he was contacted.
When Sugarmon was asked
to comment on the position
the club would take, he said,
"I do not know the position
the club will take but we will
propose that a Negro Demo-
crat be selected for the Elec-
tion Commission." When asked
to name persons being con-
sidered for recommendations
to the Commission, Sugarmon
said, "there are a number of
icapable persons in our club."
lie went on to say that "the
Shelby County Democratic
club took the position several
years ago that a Negro Dem-
ocrat should be a member of
the Commission. Current events
have not caused us to change
that position, said Sugarmon.
Loan Co.
Robbed In
Daylight
A lone Negro man walked
Into Mutual Federal Savings
and Loan association, 588
Vance Ave.. and robbed the
place of an unidentified amount
of cash about 12:50 in the day-
time Monday. However, it is
believed to have been less than
$5,000.
The only persons in the loan
office at the time were two tel-
lers, Mrs. Grace Brown and
Miss Johnnie Rodgers.
Mrs. Brown said the tall. dark
man between 25 and 30 years
of age walked Into the office
and quietly said to Miss Rodg-
ers, this is a "hold-up." to
which Miss Rodgers replied
'Are you kidding?"
Mrs. Brown went on to de-
scribe the hold-up man asA Memphian. slightly wound- swearing dark clothing and
ed a week and a half ago in Sal- dark glasses." She said he pull-gon. Vietnam. when a terror- ed a gun on both of them. de-ist tossed a bomb into the lob- mended the money and walk-by of theater in the Americanied out of the building. as they
community, has been returnediwatched stunned. Once out ofto duty. I the building he fled into a near-
Capt. Harold Sims, husband by
of Mrs. Lana Taylor Sims of
631 Jennete pl., suffered a
slight concussion. The incident
occurred Feb. 16. and M r s.
Sims was notified about it by
telegram the next day.
During the same incident.
three Americans were killed
and 50 injured when the bold
attack was directed against
servicemen and dependents.
The dead included amarine
captain, a military policeman
and one unidentified peraon
who were standing in the lobby
of the theater when the explo-
sion occurred.
TO JOIN HUSBAND
Mrs. Sims, the former Miss
Lana Joyce Taylor. daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. John J. Taylor,
Sr.. is a graduate of Booker T.
Washington High school and a
former student at Spelman col-
lege, is making plans to join
her husband in Saigon where
he bits leased a villa for them
to live. It is one of the buildings
left behind by the French, Mrs.
Sims said, when they were
pushed out of the country.
While there for two years.
Mrs. Sims says she plans to keep
house and teach English in the
school operated there by the
Vietnamese American Assoc!
ation.
Capt. Sims arrived in Saigon
n early January and is on duty
with the Military Assistance
Advisory Group.
The Sims were stationed at
Fort Bragg. N.C., before he was
sent to Southeast Asia.
CAPT. HAROLD SIMS
emphian
Returns To
Saigon Post
Atty. A. W. Willis and Atty.
Ben F. Hooks, both executive
officers of the Loan and Sav-
ings company wherein their
private law offices, located in
the same building, but were
unaware of the hold-up until
one of the tellers shouted the
news.
Willis said that he believed
the amount taken was less than
$5,000, "because we do not keep
more than $5,000 in cash on
hand."
This is the first time that
the establishment has experi-
enced a robbery. said Willis.
However, he added. 'we had a
break-in several years ago. They
entered by a back window and
tampered with a safe."
City policemen and F B I
agents were investigating the
robbery.
Marston Bates To
Give Tele-Lecture
LeMoyne.-. tele-leei ure
course on Great Issues in Con-
temporary Society will be ad-
dressed March 4 by Marston
Bates. He will discuss "Ex-
panding Population and
Shrinking World."
Ralph McGill, publisher of
the Atlanta Constitution,
speaks over the telephone net-
work March 1/ on civil rights.
Kenneth Galbraith is sche-
dtded to speak March 18 on
Politics of Privation.
S.4 :•••'
Clock Stopper gide page -11 dramatic discussion Is all over a "Judg-
A clock-stopper is the discussion being car- ment call" by Wynne. Anyway, Lester won
ried on by Coach Ira Spillers, of Lester the game from Mitchell Road 52-51. !Photo
High, left, and referee Porky Wynne. Tiw by Ernest Withers)
_
'Ugly American' To Be Calendar Tea To
Staged Here March 21 
 
Be Held At 12
Locations, Mar.1
"The Ugly American," cur-
rently one of the nation's most
controversial plays, will be
presented in Bruce Hall on the
LeMoyne College campus Sat-
urday night, March 21, by the
Lincoln Univ.ersity Stagecraft-
ers of Jefferson City, Mo. Cur-
tain time is 8:15.
THOMAS TAYLOR 
The play is being sponsored
jointly by the alumni associa-
tions of LeMoyne and Owen
Colleges.
The Stagecrafters will ap-
pear in four cities on this tour,
beginning in Memphis and go-
ing on to Hot Spring, Ark.,
Houston, and Tyler, Tex.
'POLISHED GROUP'
Lincoln's Stagecrafters, one
of the most polished dramatic
groups in the country, are di-
rected by Tony McCoy.
"The Ugly American," a play
I by Bernard Labor, is adapted
from the novel of the same
title by William J. Lederer and
Eugene Burdick.
The play jabs at Amertean
diplomats and the mistakes
they make while serving over-
seas.
Tickets may be purchased
from alumni of the two colleges.
They also are on sale at the
business offiJes of the two
schools.
Outstanding Carrier x-Memphis Man
One of the Tr State Defen- Sues Greyhound
the week is Thomas Taylor. a For $100 GOO
der's outstanding carriers of
I3-year-old seventh grader at 7Melrose school. He has been . .I A former Memphian now liv-a carrier of this newspaper .ing in Sacramento, Calif., hastwo years. He is the son of Mrs. 
'brought a $100.000 suit againstEstes Taylor of 1295 Airways ,the Greyhound Bus companyBlvd.'
Failed In Attempt
To Integrate School
A "Calendar Tea," symboliz-
ing the 12 months of the year,
has been planned by St. Paul
Baptist church, 1144 E. Mc-
!Lemore Ave. for March 1
from 4 to 6 p.m.
i The Tea will be carried on
at 12 different homes at the
same time, said Mrs. Lucille
!Pk,s,e Woods, chairman of the
itea. The tea is open to the pub-
lic.
Month and Location where
tea will be served are:
January — Mrs. Rosetta Rag-
land, 2547 Supreme Ave.
February — Mrs. Charlene
Turner, 1650 Roselle Cove.
March — Mrs. 011ie Collins,
596 Arrington Si.
April — Mrs. Eliza Jones,
1256 Greenwood Ave.
May — Mrs. Mary Fletcher,
1379 Hamilton St.
June — Mrs. Peola Jackson.
1301 Brassily Rd.
July — Mrs. Augusta Chat-
mes,1197 Clayton Si.
August — Mrs. Charlene Ed-
wards, 1146 Smith St.
September — Mrs. Willie M.
Herron, 1356 W. Quinn Ave.
October — Mrs. Edna Brown.
1060 S. Lauderdale St.
November — Mrs. Annie
Coleman, 1857 Kendale SL
December — Mrs. Bessie
Gaston, 295-D Decatur St.
Leap Year — J. S. Edwards,
845 Marechalmtil Si.
Co-chairman of the tea isfor injuries he received last Mrs. Grelia Reeves.
.November in a bus accident
which claimed the lives of 10
' Persons.
Seeking the huge sum for
head and shoulder injuries he
GREENVILLE. Miss. ___ Five suffered in the crash is Roy
Negro high school students who;B. Foster, a former Memphis
were suspended from a Negro' restaurateur. The accident oc-
school here have been readmit- curred when the bus skidded
ted after they tried to integrate
a white school.
The five were part of a group
of 20 who walked out of all-
Negro Coleman high school
Feb. 12 to celebrate Lincoln's
Birthday, not considered a hol- Waldorf. A brother, James sated.
iday in the South. Foster of 1662 Monsarrat, owns Chorus members will repre-
The 20 were told they could Linda's Grill, sent each one of the 50 states
not be readmitted to the Negro The accident victim is re- of the union and will march
achool. cuperating. . in a colorful procession.
and turned over near Truckee,
Calif., while bound for Reno,
Nev.
Foster lived in Memphis at
1615 Barton at., and managed
the Duke Cafe at Florida and
Colorful Choirs
To Sing Friday In
Foote Auditorium
Members of the Foote and
Cleaborn Homes chorus will
present their annual "March
cf States" program at the
Foote Homes auditorium at
578 Mississippi blvd. on Fri-
day night, Feb. 28, starting at
8 p.m., and the public is in-
SU Alumni honor member—Mrs. :Wattle
Crossley, recently appointed supervisor of
secondarv education for the Memphis City
School System, was honored during a Party
given for her lest week by the Memphis
chapter of the Southern University Alum-
ni Federation and here she is shown re-
ceiving is gift from Clyde Wilson. president
of the chapter. Seated from left are Mrs.
Vernon Jones. Samuel ( rossiev, husband
of guest of honor, and Mrs. Robert Mebane.
Mrs. Jesse H. Turner was the chairman of
the event. (McChriston Photo)
Temple CME church.
It was the general consensus
of the group that a better job
of personal contact is needed
with principals, ministers and
businessmen if the image of
Scouting is to be improved.
Rev. Isiah Rouser of the Tree
of Life Baptist church, agreed
to sponsor a troop.
The group brought in $300.
as part of the kick-off for the
South Division sustaining mem-
bership drive.
Laymen's Group
Hears Hunt At
Annual Meeting
The annual meeting and
election of the Laymen's Fel-
owship of Second Congrega-
tional was held on Feb. 19.
Addressing the meeting was
Elder Blair T. Hunt, pastor
of Mississippi Boulevard Chris-
tian church.
Elected president for 1964-65
was Edwin T. Prater. Other of-
ficers elected included: Whit-
tier A. Sengstacke, Sr., vice
president; Moyse H. Jones, Jr.,
secretary; William Mardis, cor-
responding secretary; Jerry C.
Johnson, treasurer; and Silas
P. Wrshington, worship lead-
er.
Hosts to the meeting were
Eugene C Moore and Rev.
John C. Mickle, pastor of the
church. UAW
1/e41, ear alidt SA z UttlIA Y, katitu AR Y 29,1,b4
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'Legal Outposts' Aided
By Presbyterian Church
NEW YORK, N. Y. ---Crea-
tion of the first of a series of
permanent "legal outposts" to
give on-the-spot assistance to
those arrested in civil rights
cases will soon be established
in Atlanta, Ga.
The project has been made
possible by the NAACP Legal
Defense and Educational Fund
with the financial aid of the
United Presbyterian Commis-
sion on Religion and Race.
The Rev. Gayraud S. Wil-
more, Jr., the commission's
executive director, presented
a check for $10,000 to Jack
Greenberg, dire'ctor-counsel of
the Legal Defense and Educa-
tional Fund.
"Our commitment fa this
new program is but another
tangible expression that o u r
church believes that the Gos-
pel demands equal justice be-
ore the law for all," Wilmore
said. "To believe less would
be to be unfaithful to Him
whom we confess to be Lord of
all."
Greenberg said the "legal
outpost" program will make
t possible to retain a full-time
attorney in Atlanta, who will
be able to move into even other
areas of the South and rep-
resent defendants in civil
rights cases.
The initial phase of the pro-
gram also calls for the acquisi-
tion of a Federal law library
and the rental of office space.
"We do not know of a single
Negro lawyer in the South who
possesses a complete library on
Federal law," Greenberg not-
ed. "Once these books have
been purchased, we intend to
keep the library up-to-date."
The urgency of the project
.grew out of a recognition that
civil rights law has now be-
come an intricate specialty and
that legal activity in the field
has mushroomed in the last
decade, Greenberg said.
Until now, the Legal De-
fense and Educational Fund
has been aided by some 100
"cooperating" lawyers in the
defense of more than 10,000
persons arrested in demonstra-
tions against segregation and
discrimination in 1963 alo.,e,
he said.
However, he added, it has
become apparent that there is
a need for on the scene at-
torneys to assist those involv-
ed in direct action movements
and in the over-all racial strug-
gle as it involves more and
more local communities.
"Almost no white lawyers
n the South can or will take
Civil rights cases," he said.
"While we are fortunate that
a substantial number of very
highly qualified Negro lawyers
have consistently worked with
us over the years, there is
nevertheless a marked short-
age willing and able to handle
civil rights cases in the South."
Earlier, the nation's 3.2-mil-
lion United Presbyterians were
asked to contribute to a spe-
cial fund to aid the victims of
the struggle for racial justice.
A minimum of $500,000 is !
being sought through a special
offering in the denomination's
9,200 churches. A portion of
the funds will be used to pro-
vide bail money for those ar-
rested in civil rights demon-
strations and to meet the cost
of legal aid for such persons.
Plans are to establish other
"legal outposts" in other cru-
cial areas of the South as funds
and personnel permit.
Washington Observes
Negro History Week
By MARSHA WILLIAMS
In observance of the thirty-
ninth annual Negro History
Week, Booker T. Washington
High School presented "Parade
of Progress: 1863-1963" last
Wednesday, in the Blair T.
Hunt Gymnasium.
The program was sponsored
Scout Leaders
Seek To Change
Local 'Image
A breakfast was sponsored by
the Williams Funeral Home for
Scout officials and ministers of
the South Division last Satur-
day. The two major objectives
were—improving the image of
Scouting for more acceptabili-
ty by the public, and to seek
ways of informing the general
public on the financial need of
Boy Scouting in the Chickasaw
Council.
The meeting was chaired by
Rufus Jones of the Internal
Revenue Department, who is
sustaining membership chair-
man. Among those attending
were N. J. Ford, division chair-
man; John Strong, South Divi-
sion vice chairman; D. K. Rog-
ers, commissioner; Whittier
Sengstacke. finance; T. J.
Toney, finance; Earl Walker, fi-
nance; Rev. C. M. Lee. finance;
Rev. Peter Crawford, pastor of
the Avery Chapel AME church:
Rev. R. L. Jones, pastor of New
Nonconnah Baptist church;
Rev. Isiah Rouser of the Tree
of Life Baptist church on Mc-
by the Social Studies club un-
der the direction of Mrs.
Samellen Wilson. With Ken-
neth Wortham serving as mas-
ter of ceremonies, the program
included music by the band
and the glee Club, invocation
by Frank Jett, the purpose by
Dorothy Clayborn; readings,
"The Negro of the Past" and
"The Negro of the Present,"
by Maggie Dillard and Thelma
Nelms, respectively.
T h e speaker, Mrs. Alfredo
Barnett Duster, a Chicago
sociologist was introduced by
011ie Vera Baker. Mrs. Duster
delivered an inspiring address
on the theme of the program,
"Parade of Progress: 1863-19-
63."
Mrs. Duster was born in
Chicago, and attended the Uni-
versity of Chicago, where she
received her bachelor of phi-
losophy degree in 1924. The
mother of five, she is present-
ly employed by the Illinois
Youth Commission in the Di-
vision of Community Services;
she also works with the
Parent-Teachers Associations,
the Federated Clubs, and the
Delta Sigma Theta sorority.
FASTER TEMPO
Referring to the poem of
Paul Lawrence Dunbar, "When
the Colored Band Comes
Marching Down the Street,"
Mrs. Duster showed the neces-
sity of keeping to the pace of
the music which, for 250 years,
was very slow but is now
being accelerated. She discuss-
ed the contribution of such
accelerators as Booker T.
Lemore and B W. Sims. ass . Washington, Martin Luther. ist- .
ant scoutmaster of Marti King, Junior, and many others.n
Included in this group was
the speaker's mother, M r s.
Ida B. Wells, who was reared
and educated in Memphis,
where she was the editor of
a small newspaper. Her mother
was very outspoken in publish-
ing the injustices and hard-
ships heaped upon the Ameri-
can Negro, she lost her paper
and later traveled abroad,
lecturing and fighting for
freedom. ,
Mrs. Duster said the "Ne-
gro history must be written
and included in the textbooks,
not as the Negro's contribution,
but as another addition to our
country's rich heritage.
Closing her address, M r s
Duster quoted the 'words to
the second stanza of "Lift
Every Voice and Sing." .
Problems
(Continued From Page 1)
James Williams, now in the
New Orleans Area Council;
Wendell Pant and Norval
Powell, yet in the Chicksaw
Council. P. V. McMillian, a
veteran of 10 years in scout-
ing es a professional and sev-
eral years as a volunteer, saw
fit, a dedicated tenure, to go
into trucking business as a
driver.
What are the real fears of
white leadership in'the Chick-
asaw Council that makes them
continue to maintain a duel
operation. Other Southern
Councils are facing the inte-
gration problems realistically
and are judicially making out
a solution. Among Southern
Council working on a solution
are Texas and Oklahoma.
(Next Issue: The Budget And
Blame).
Negroes
(Continued From Page 1)
Being congratulated by the president of Union Proteotive
Life Insurance company is Thomas H. Watkins, Jr., !right)
after he set an all-time high record in selling life insur-
ance for the company. Lewis FL Twigg cited Watkins dur-
ing a recent annual meeting of the company. (Photo by
Hooks Bros.)
Local Insurance Man Qualified
For Million - Dollar Roundtable
A Union Protective Life In- ing an advanced life insurance
surance employee, Thomas H. course administered by the
Watkins, Jr., 1868 Glenview Lif e Underwriters Training
Ave., was cited recently by Council of America.
the company's president, Lewis A captain in the Air Force
H. Twigg, during the compa- Reserve, he is assigned to Mem-
ny's annual meeting of district phis Municipal Air Base,
managers and supervisors, for where he is the management
his outstanding life insurance analysis officer in the Comp-
sales performance during 1963. troller Branch of the 919th
Watkins joined the compa- Combat Support Squadron.
ny's home office in January, Watkins is a communicant of
1963, as a trainee for special Emmanuel Episcopal Church
ordinary life insurance repre- and a member of the vestry
sentative, recruited by Earnest and choir. He is also a member
B. Payne, assistant agency di- of Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity.
rector. He is the son of Dr. and Mrs.
Watkins remarkably sold Thomas H. Watkins, Sr. and is$257,500 of life insurance over the brother of Miss Marilyn E.
a period of ten months, which
broke all previous company
records for annual amounts of
life insurance sales produced
by an ordinary life under-
writer. In addition, his pro- 75 Juniors
duction figure also represents
Negro life 
underwriterr. Watkins for membership
This performance qualified
M 
p
rep .
the highest amount of life in- R
Watkins and Mrs. Emogene W.
Wilson, all of Memphis. I your lips. Die as you shall see
me do."
In the words of Archibald
Grimke, "Such statements,
considering the circumstances
Iunder which they were spok-
en, were worthy of a son of
Sparta or of Rome, when
Sparta and Rome were at their
highest levels as breeders of
iron men."
Thus, Denmark Vesey re-
presents a type which belies
the philosophy that Negroes
are innately docile as a race
and were content with slavery.
On the contrary, he represents
our Jeffersonian heritage of
independence for which the
forefathers of America are
praised.
surance sold in Memphis by a egistered In
in the National Insurance
association's "Quarter-Million
Dollar Roundtable," and enti-
tles him to receive its coveted
Life Underwriter's Honorary
Society pin, which will be pre-
sented to him at the Associa-
tion's annual convention at
Philadelphia this July.
Watkins received the B.S. de-
gree f r o in LeMoyne college,
and has done further study at
American university, Washing-
ton, D. C.; District of Columbia
Teacher's college; and studied
Law for a year at Howard un-
iversity. He is presently study-
Seminar
The Saturday morning hu-
manities seminar for high
school juniors, started three
weeks ago at LeMoyne College,
has surpassed al/ expectations
in enrollment.
Seventy-five have registered
for the seminar, three times
the number anticipated, mak-
ing it necessary to divide the
group into three sections.
The seminar deals with su-
perior and talented students
and is aimed at helping them
qualify for college in areas in
P. A. Nrnal, bursar of the School of Administration at the
University of Ghana, West Africa, will be at Tennessee
A & I State university for two weeks observing business
methods, and here showing him the comprehensive budget
system is Paul G. King, seated, business manager at TSU.
A professional accountant in Accra, Nmai said he was
amazed at the wide use of IBM machinery at State. Before
returning to Ghana in late March, the visitor will tour
Other campuses and observe their methods. (Gunter Photo)
NOTICE NEWSBOYS
Would you like to have the Tri-State Defender delivered
to your door weekly? YOU CAN EARN CASH FOR THOSE
SCHOOL ITEMS
Fill in the order blank today, and start the Defender coming to you weekly.
YOUR NAME 
 Mother's name 
Address. 
Phone number._.,.,,.. 
Mailto: TRI-STATE DEFENDER 236 South Wellington Street Memphis, Tennesee
Number of papers wanted weekly
molted.
The day of July 16, 1822
was chosen. However, about
I two weeks before this day a
house servant betrayed the in-
surrectionists. He was only
able, however, to supply them
with minor details. As a re-
sult, during the next two
weeks the mayor and other
!city officials worked desperat-
ly to get the information need-
ed to put down the uprising.
At the same time, Vesey and
his aides were working to
spring their trap despite this
betrayal. They continued their
plans up to the last day when
another slave who knew the
names of some of their leaders
went over to the enemy.
Armed with this informa-
tion, the authorities called in
the guard and alerted the
militia. As a result, Vesey and
some 35 of his men were cap-
tured and subsequently hang-
ed. Out of the group only one
leader confessed.
According to the official re-
port of -the execution, Vesey
and Peter Poyas were proud
in their defeat. Poyas spurned
last minute pleas for infor-
mation. He admonished the
other leaders: "Do not open
which their background is
poor.
One of the specific aims is
to train the students how to
read, write and think critical-
ly.
In charge of the seminar are
Dean Lionel Arnold. philoso-
phy and religion; Dr. Juanita
Williamson, English, and Dr.
Clifton H. Johnson, history.
Starts SAT. FEB. 29
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QUESTION OF THE WEEK
is: What is the difference be-
tween honestly publishing un-
earthed fssts about misappro-
priation of public funds, re-
gardless to who and what is
involved, and carrying on a
repetitious campaign ferment-
ed with smear tactics and im-
bued with dictatorial political
motivations, designed to con-
quor and control the political
thinking of a city'
THE ILLNESS AND DEATH
of Rep. Cliff Davis's mother,
last week, prevented him from
flying from here to Washing-
ton, D. C. to vote against the
Civil Rights bill. We extend
sympathy to Rep. Davis in his
hour of sorrow.
PASTOR OF Emanuel Epis-
copal Church has a "thing go-
ing for him" He took the Posi-
tion that since the church was
nestled in the Foote Homes
it became the duty of the
church and his responsibility
to bring as many of the resi-
dents of the area into the
church. Many of the older
members indicated that they
think otherwise. The Emanuel
church has long been consider-
ed or at /east earned the title
of being a church of people
••••••••••••••••••;
.with selective tastes.
THE STATE HUMAN RE-
LATIONS board has a good
project proposed for it. Last
weekend at'a Tennessee .Vcifer
Council meeting .in Nashville,
the bi-ridcial lietnan Relations
Council was told that a good
starting point for the board
was to see that all public rest-
rooms in all State Buildings
were desegregated.
Church Women To
Hear Mrs, Whaium
FREEDOM
Charles Evers, second from left, NAACP
field secretary in Mississippi, was the prin-
cipal speaker at a Freedom Fund dinner
sponsored recently by the Nashville branch
of the NAACP, and promised that Negroes
would meet violence with violence in future
FUND DINNER
Incidents in that state. Front left are Mrs.
C. E. MeGruder. branch president; Evers,
and Avon Williams and N. W. Williams.
members of the branch's board. 'Gunter
Photo)
9her master's degree.
She is the wife of Harold
Whalum. actuary and vice
president of Union Protective 9
Parents of two sons.
Life Insurance. They are the Justice !n The Worst Slate'p
 Harold J. Whalum will
speak to the women of the Win-
ston-Luston Missionary society
of Avery Chapel AMR church'
next Sunday at 4 p.m.. and thel
theme will be "Woman's Con-
tribution to Family Roots."
Mrs. Whalum, a native of
New Jersey, is a graduate of
Bennett college and Atlanta
university, where she received E
AUTO LIABILITY $59.46
SPECIAL RATES FOR
HOME OWNERS & PROFESSIONAL WORKERS
SAVE UP TO 35
Deductible Collision 8. Comprehensive
Fire Insurance on Furniture, $5000 for
Fire Insurance on Dwelling, $10,000 for
Hospital Insurance, $1500 per day with $300 00
Surgery benefits, per month .(Age to 80)
FOR YOUR CONVEN!ENCE
HOME VISITS DAY OR HIGHT
 
 $b9.00
 $16.07
 
 $25.52
 $ 5.40
CA ,
Phone 526-2381 L L 635 Mississippi Ave.
ADKINS INSURANCE AGENCY
Underwriters for the Cont?nental Casualty Co.
vers Promises 'Eye For Eye
, NASHVILLE — "If a white hotel. Following the dinner, a! Evers was introduced by
:Mrs. C. N. McGruder, pres-
ident of the Nashville branch.
n-ianshoots at a Negro in Mis-
sissippi, we will shoot back,"
Charl 
E 
v e r S. Mississippi
NAACP field secretary, last
week promised at the third
annual Freedom Fund dinner
sponsored here by the Nash-
ville NAACP branch.
"If they bomb a Negro
church and kill our children,
We have served notice in Mis-
sissippi," Evers cautioned,
"that before we'll be slaves
anymore, we'll die and go to
our graves."
A brother of the slain
NAACP official, Medgar Evers,
the speaker made his com-
ments before an overflow au-
dience in the main ballroom
of downtown Andrew Jackson
jdance coronation was held in
the hotel's Commodore Room
INON-VIOLENCE OUT
Evers said that he has the
greatest respect for Dr. Mar-
tin Luther King, "but non-vio-
lence will not work in Mis-
sissippi."
He added that, "If you get
down on your knees while
praying for justice, those white
hoodlums will stomp your
brains out."
He called Mississippi "the
worst state in the world."
Cautioning that there won't be
lanymore "Medgar Evers kill-
flings" without retaliation, Ever,
said, "We are going to use thi•
same thing against them thu!
they use against us."
THE 7 LEADING FILTER CIGARETTES
WHICH ONE IS THE VICEROY?
WHY SHOULD YOU CARE?
You should care because Viceroy's got the
Deep-Weave Filter and the taste that's right
Viceroy is scientifically made to taste the
way you'd like a filter cigarette to taste.
Not too strong, like those filter brands that
taste as if they didn't have a filter at all.
And not too light. Viceroy's got the taste
that's right.
(Which one is the Viceroy? The one on the
right. The one with the Deep-Weave Filter.)
CEROY
Filler Tip
C.
not too strong ... not too light ...Viceroy's got the taste that's right
!Corry PTA Observes
Corry Junior High School
Parent - Teachers Association
I celebrated Founder's Day with
,a special meeting on Feb. 12.
Elder Blair T. Hunt was guest
speaker. Mrs. Daisy Jerrell
was program chairman. Mrs.
Dorothy Simtnons is president
of the association and Joseph
Atkins. principal of the school.
Home Economist
In Hospital
Mrs. Mildred Riley of 1412
-- Barksdale Cove, who is a local
i home economist for Pet Milk,
is ill at Collins Chapel hospit-
al.
0A<LEY
FORD
Main
Supermarket
1048 Union
Branch
2255 Lamar
'62 FALCON, 4 D..,
Extra Clean in Solid Beige
finish , Only $1095
'59 CHEVROLET Impale, 2
Dr., H.T. Fully equipped. Pay
$75 and tide. $1095
'63 IMPALA, 4 Dr., P.S.B.,
R.H., Automatic, Shorp.
H.T. 52495
'57 FORD, 2 Dr., H. T., Auto.,
R & H, Tutone. One owner.
Sharp. $895
'60 FORD, 2 Dr., Auto., R.H.
W.S.W. and Tutone. Any
down considered.
Full Price $795
'59 FORD, 2 Dr. Ranch Wgn.
Auto., R 8.11, W.S.W., Xtro
Noce. One owner' Only $8.5
Down. $1095
'62 FORD, 2 Dr. Galaxie
"500" Auto., R&H, W.S.W.
Like Brand New. White with
Blue Interior. $1895
61 FORD, 2 Dr. Repol "6"
Straight drove. R&H. Assume
balance of Only $1087.50
LOOK - LOOK
'61 T•BIRCI, Fully Equipped.
Clean as a New One. Solid
White. Only $2095
'62 FORD Con, Red w white
op., Red Vinyl Int. 4 in the
Floor. Bucket Seats, Sharpest
n . Town. Only $189$
56 CADILLAC, 2 Dr. Fully
Equipped. Must Sell At
Once. $295
59 - RENAULT, R & H, WSW,
Full Price. Nice $495
60 OLDSMOBIL E, Super "88"
4 Dr., HI., Power, Steer.
Brakes, Factory Air. Spotless
Inside and Out. $1495
SHOP OAKLEY
WEEKLY
For Value
Appreciation
BR 21431 — GI 2 6291
Guidance Inlitute To
Be Conducted At ISO
NASHVILLE — A Notional
Defense Education Act Coun-
seling and Guidance and Guid-
ance Training Institute will
be conducted at Aga State
university here this summer
under contrast with the Unit-
ed States Office of Education.
This six-week institute will
be in operation from June 15
through July 24, according to
the director. Dr. M. I. Clai-
borne, A&I's psychology de-
partment head. The training
program will be focused on
preparing guidance counselors
to cope with the dropout prob-
lem in their respective schools.
The instructional program
will be centered around iden-
tifying and counseling able
underachievers and other po-
tential dropouts, and will in-
clude a practicum on counseling
potential dropouts.
THE STAFF
The institute staff will in-
clude Dr. Anna Harvin Grant
of Morehouse college, Atlanta;
Dr. Joseph J. Ray, industrial
psychologist, Nashville, visit-
ing professors; and from the
A&I faculty Dr. Calvin
: Atchison, Mrs. Edna Lockhart,
Dr. F. J. D. McKinney, and Dr.
Claiborne.
Dr. Theodore Landsman of
the University of Florida will
serve as counseling consultant,
and Dr. Robert Green of Mich-
i tgun State University will
'serve as dropouts consultant.
I In selecting individuals for
attendance at the institute,
and in otherwise conducting
the institute, the university
does not discriminate on ac-
count of sex, race, creed,
color, or national origin of an
applicant.
BROCHUFIES READY
Guidance counselors a n d
teachers with assigned guid-
ance duties in grades seven
through twelve, who are in-
terested in attending the insti-
tute, may request brochure
and additional information
from the Director of the insti-
tute. Only 30 enrollees may be
accepted.
The U. S. Office of Educa-
tion will pay tuition and fees
for all enrollees; those from
public schools will receive ii
stipend of 875 per week, plu
$15 per week allowance for
each legal dependent.
Know Your Negro History
Although the Chicago fire of
1871 did not destroy the Ne-
gro community, it resulted Tn
the flight of gamblers and pros-
titutes into the Black Belt frgri
burnt-out areas of the city.
Social Club Plans
Fashion Show Fw
Middle Of April
The Shamrock Socialites put
ow final touch on plans for
their annual fashion show,
during a recent monthly meet-
ing, at the home of Mrs. Doro-
thy Pickens of Ellington St.
The Fashion Show has been
set for Sunday, April 12 at
Curries' Club Tropicana.
During the meeting, officers
for HRH were elected. Named
president was Mrs. Teresea
Watson. Mrs. Jennet Harra-
way, vice president; Mrs.
Priscilla Burke, secretary; Mrs.
Dorothy Pickens, assistant sec-
retary; Mrs. Ester Chambers,
treasurer; Mrs. Magnolia
O'Neal, business manager; Mrs.
Etta Flowers, critic; and Mrs.
Thelma Hall, chaplain.
The next meeting has been
scheduled for the home of Mrs.
Watson on Louisville St.
Federal Judge Speaks
During Church's Tea
Federal Judge Bailey Brown
was the guest speaker when
a Patriotic Tea was presented
at the Mt. Pisgah CME church,
2490 Park, last Sunday after-
noon.
Mrs. Carlotta S. Watson was
general chairman for the af-
fair.
Rev. D. S. Cunningham is
pastor of the church.
-11
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All Transistor ...
Tape Recorders
$10"
complete
Men's and Youths'
Quality Socks
Styles for 34r
work, dress 
Pr•or sport!
1 pr. $1.00
MOUNTAINS
of CANDY
YOUR CHOICE
• Bridge Mu(
• Chocolate Stars
• Peanut Clusters
• Chocolate Covered
Peanuts
• Chocolate Covered
Raisins
• Malted Milkballs
• Chocolate Blocks
• Thin Mints
• Nonpareils
Pounds
$100
I Pcmind57C
A Crisp NEW Bill with Any Cash Purchase of $10"
FREE$100 I Guess How Many BeansIn The Jar
SEE OUR WINDOW
$ 1 00 FREE
Special Assortment!
Colorful
Cottons
25s.
• 2 to 10 yd.
lengths
• Novelty
prints and
solids
Reversible ...
Slips
Exciting color
combinations
875
Budget Priced ...
Hollywood
Briefs
• Sixes 5 to 7
a e 12c! 27c
Streak Free
Seamless
Nylons
Newest shades.
All sizes.
67c
CHILDREN'S POLO SHIRTS4
COLORFUL COTTON KNITS Lfew DOC
STURDY PLASTIC PLACEMATS
NON-SLIP FOAM BACK 18,
Modern Strips...
..„
30" x50" Area Rugs...__
I$ 66 : pan:y[187n: Keepporvatisofc coin cotta,
s. 
•
Blends
• Beautifully Fringed Alf aroundlava 414 • Skid.Restat Rubber Sack
MOONLIGHT SALE THURSDAY Open Iii 10:00 p.m.
ATSz ILA ILI 7IFC 47 So. Main St.
VALUES THAT COME YOUR WAY ONCE IN 4 YEARS!
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TO BE PRESENTED
To be presented in concert are the above members of Pil-
grim Rest Baptist Church choir. The concert is scheduled
for Sunday, March 1 at 8 p.m. at the church, 491 E. Mc-
Lemore Ave. Soloists will be Mrs. Katie Mae Belly, Mrs.
Julia M. Smith, Mrs. Marie German, Mrs. Dorothy Walker,
Mrs. Dorothy Stanley, Mrs. Viva Wooten, T. Smith, Mrs.
Martyrs To Be Remembered At
NAACP Regional Meet In Macon
The 12th Annual South-Ition, and national board mem-
easetrn Conference of the NA-Ibers from the region.
ACP will be held March 5-8!1WILKINS TO SPEAK
at the First Baptist church in
Macon, Ga and the theme of 
Special features will include
., 
the meeting will be "That a church conference, 
a worn-
They Shall Not Have Died in 'en's conference, a youth night
Vain." , and the Freedom Awards Din-
Delegates from branches in ner at which , the Harry T.
Tennessee, Mississippi, Florida, Moore award will be present-
Georgia, North Carolina and ed to the State Conference
South Carolina will be pres- which showed the highest in-
ent..
Other participants will in-
clude Miss Lucille Black, The conference will be con-
membership secretary of the eluded at a mass meeting with
national office; Gloster C. Cur- Roy Wilkins, executive secre-
rent, director of branches; tary, as the guest speaker.
Rev. E. J. Od , Jr., church Mrs. Ruby Hurley is secre-
secretary; W. C. Patton, field tary of the Southeastern Re-
secretary for voter registra- gion.
crease in membership during
1963.
THE FINEST SHOES
THAT CAN BE MADE
LEO KING
For proper fitting and counseling when you
buy Stacy Adams Shoes, see Leo who has been
selling Stacy's at B.J.R. for over 25 yrs.
fiE. AS—LEY'• JONES RAGLAND
99 South Main
CHARGE ACCOUNTS INVITED
ANNOUNCING •
New Classes to Begin
March 9, 1964
8 a.m. to 2:45 p.m. Daily - 6 to 10:15 p.m.
Monday, Wednesday, Friday
COURSES OFFERED
Retail Merchandising
Secretarial
Junior Accounting
Salesmanship
Executive Secretarial
• Higher Accounting
REFRESHER COURSE IN TYPING AND SHORTHAND
Low juition Rates Competent Instructors
Call or Write
GRIGGS BUSINESS COLLEGE
492 Vance Avenue Phone 527-4917
Accredited by the
Accrediting Commission for Business Schools
DEFENDER
IN CONCERT
Mildred Gage, Mrs. Ruth Bradford, Mrs. Maxine Hughey,
Charles Turner, and Miss Mary Louise Taylor, pianist,
Ronald F. Williams, organist, Frank Martin, Director, and
Mrs. B. J. McKenzie, general director. Rev. C. M. Lee is
pastOr of the church. (Photo by Clarence H. Blakeley)
Institute For
Ministers At
Alcorn College
LORMAN, Miss. — A rural
and urban Ministers institute
is scheduled to be held at Al-
corn A. & M. college Feb. 25-
28. Theme of the Institute will
be, "The Role of the Chris-
tian Minister in Revolutionary
Times."
Study groups including pas-
tonal counseling, bible depth,
and communicating the Gos-
pel have been planned for the
Institute.
Outstanding Christian lead-
ers who have been obtained
for the Institute include the
keynote speaker Dr. Major J.
Jones, superintendent of Knox-
ville district, of the Methodist
church, Chattanooga, Tenn.;
Dr. William P. Davis, presi-
dent Mississippi Baptist Semi-
nary, Jackson, Miss.; Dr. C. C.
Armstrong, chairman social
science department, Alcorn A.
& M. college; and Dr. George
A. Sewell, professor of social
science, Alcorn A. & M. col-
lege; and Dr. George A. Sew-
ell, professor of social science,
Alcorn A. & M. college and
many others.
Groups cooperating with Al-
corn college in supporting the
Institute include the Board of
Missions of the Methodist
Church, Mississippi Baptist
Convention Home Mission
Board, Department of Negro
Work and the Board of Na-
tional Missions of the Presby-
terian Church, USA.
Nothing Better To Do?
READING, England — (UPI)
— 
Five men students from
Reading University claimed a
world record — 49 hours of
non-stop 10-pin bowling. The
Britons said they beat the pre-
vious American record by an
hour. rolling down nearly 4,-
000 balls in 3.879 frames and
389 games.
'Date With A Dish'
At Salem-Gilfield
The Renaissance club of Sa-
lem Gilfield Baptist church
will present a food demon-
stration in the lower level of
the church on Thursday nigght,
March 6, and a special invi-
tation has been extended to
married couples and young
adults only.
A religious film will be
shown. There is no charge for
anything during the evening.
Mrs. Attee Williams is club
president, Miss Faye McDade
reporter, and Rev. A. L. Mc-
Cargo pastor of the church.
NEED
CASH.
—Quick Loans—
Automobile, Furniture
Signature
Thrtr• Is a reason why peopl•
Ilk, to do business with us. You,
too, will lik• our courteous heat.
ment and d••ir• to h•lp you.
"Op.,, Thursday and Friday
Nights Until 7:00 P.M.
Saturdays 9:00 to 1:00
DIXIE FINANCE CO.
Horne Owned - Horne Operated
DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY
W. llk• to say y•is to your
loon requirst"
Exarnin•d and Sup•rvis•d by
th• Stat• Department of
In•uranc• and Banking.
2 LOCATIONS
181 S. Main, JA 7-8581
152 Madison, JA 5-7611
member of the Ku Klux Klan
late at night, Feb. 15, has re-
ceived further threats on his
life.
Archie Curtis, 60, a Natchez
undertaker, said he was lured
to a deserted section of the
city by an unidentified caller
who told him a woman was
dying of a heart attack.
, Curtis was given directions
to a deserted road and was
told a man "with a lantern"
would guide him to the strick-
en women's home.
When the undertaker — who
also operates an ambulance
service — arrived at the road,
he and his companion were
ordered at pistol point to leave
their car.
They were blindfolded and
taken to Duck Pond Road
where they were asked to
show their NAACP member-
ship cards and NAACP mem-
bership lists. They had nei-
ther. The Klan members told
Curtis he was "a NAACP nig-
ger."
Both Negroes were forced to
strip and were beaten with a
strap.
Robert Moses, head of Mis-
sissippi voter registration for
SAVE inn
each time you buy 2 half-gailons of
MIDWEST MILK
AT YOUR FOOD STORE
3 ,i1N CART HOME SAVINGS!
GO BY BUS
• It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe
NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM
MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY
Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
CUSTOM TAILORS
BHS
INC.
248 Vonco Ave. JA 7-9320
Memphis, Ten ......
'YOUR Company Makes Whet Tem Ask Per And
Crises, Whet Veer Thlak or
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Negro Mortician Beaten lBapti!t Women's
By Hooded KKK Members 
Auxiliary Pays
For Retreat
Receives More Threats
NATCHEZ, Miss. — An el- the Student Nonviolent Co-
deny Negro man who was ordinating Committee (SNCC)
stripped and beaten by hooded and director of the council of
Federated Organizations
(COTO), protested the beatings
in a telegram to Attorney Gen-
eral Robert F. Kennedy.
"We demand immediate ac-
tion by the Federal govern-
ment to protect Negro citi-
zens," Moses told Kennedy.
Moses said Curtis' beating
was the fourth in the last 10
days. A Negro was forced to
strip and was soaked in motor
oil before being beaten in
nearby Amite County, scene
of the fatal shooting of Louis
Allen on Feb. 1, Moses said.
Another Negro was shot and
killed in Tallatchie County by
policemen on Feb. 13.
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By PRIMROSE FUNCHES
One of the highlights of the
recent board meeting of the
National Baptist in Hot
Springs, Ark, was the presen-
tation of the deed to the Re-
treat in Washington, D. C. by
Dr. Mary 0. Ross to the presi-
dent of the National Baptist
Convention, U.S.A., Dr. J. H.
Jackson.
The Retreat, located at 1022
Maryland Avenue, N. E. in the
Capital, was purchased Feb.
18, 1953 by the Woman's Aux-,
diary at a cost of $83,000. •4
The Retreat gave the Bap-
tist a home for returned Mis-
sionaries. Valued at more th
$100,000, during the past year
the final payment was made.,,
of $27,750.
Mrs. Sarah Williamson Cole-
man was brought home from.;:
the Seuhn Mission Liberia toil
assume the directorship of the
Retreat and the Missionary
Education program.
Mrs. Eunice Baker is execu-
tive secretary. At the dedica—
tion of the Retreat, Mrs. Mat-
tie Mae Davis and Mrs. Gladys
East from Seuhn in Liberia
were present.
Who puts
true cherry flavor
in vodka?
DARK EYES
that's who!
And orange and lime and
grape and lemon and mint,
leo ... each added to the
world's finest vodka. Just
pour over ice, add a miser
11 you wish, and enjoy.
DARK EYES FRUIT FLAVORED VODKA
to PROOF • PREPARED ASS BOTTLED BY
CLEAR SPRING DISTILLING CO, CLERMONT. KY.
This lovely Gift For YOU
4 Piece Place Setting of
Dinnerware. The pattern is
PINK HOPE
Wedgewood & Co. Ltd.
Be sure and bring the coupons you
received in the mail to Big Star and
get your FREE 4 piece Place Setting
(With $5 additional purchase)
Redeem the coupons eacn & every
week for Valuable savings on this
lovely dinnerware and complete the
set to grace your table.
PLUS 2100 FREE QUALITY STAMPS
When you redeem every coupon.
1st Week coupons good
thru Feb. 29th.
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ZETAS SPONSOR COWLING PARTY
Twenty youngsters from the Goodwill Home for Children
were treated to a recreational evening of bowling at a
party sponsored here on Feb. 15 by the Alpha Eta Zeta
chapter of the Zeta Phi Beta sororits, and enjoying the
sport with 'the children were their directors. Mrs. Mary J.
Wiley and Miss Olivia Robinson. Sonic me-mbers of the
wow.
chapter who participated in the activity are Mrs. Mae Dee
Houston, extreme left: Mrs. Utoka Qualls, second from
right, standing; Mrs. Delois Alexander, extreme right, and
Mrs. Velma MeChriston, kneeling at right. Me('hriston
Photol
A&I GRADS MAKE HONOR SOCIETY
Samuel Williams, senior in medicine at
Meharry Medical college, is being congrat-
ulated by Tennessee State university presi-
dent W. S. Davis following his induction
Into Gamma chapter of Alpha Omega Al-
pha, honorary scholastic society at Me-
harry, while Dean William Jackson, left,
and Harold D. West, Jr., also a senior at
Meharry, look on. Of the six ranking medi-
Christian Service Club's Officers
Mrs. Mary K. Johnson, one
of the mothers of Pleasant
Green Baptist church, installed
officers of the Christian Serv-
cal students selected by the society for in-
duction because of their outstanding per-
formance, three — West. Williams and
Charles Lassiter, senior medic from At-
more. Ala., not in photo — are graduates '
of Tennessee A&I. West is the son of Dr.
and Mrs. Harold West of Nashville, and
Williams is the son of Mrs. Ethel Williams
of Elloree, S. C. IGunter Photo)
Installed At Meet
Marks, first vice president;!gram chairman;
Mrs. Addie Merriweather, sec-iMitchell, business manger;
ond vice president; Mrs. Ernes-Mrs. Leora Gilliam, chairman
tine Roberts, secretary; Mrs.lof courtesy committee, and
Ice club when the organize- Veastie Braxton, assistant sec-Mrs. Willie Ada Clark, report-
tion met and was entertained retary; Mrs. Lavers Albrooks, er.
recently at the home of Mrs. treasurer; and Mrs. Annie Rol Mrs. Mary Johnson is clubLavers Albrooks. lins, chaplain and chairman mother.
Installed were Mrs. Bettie of the Sick Commmitte.
Dotson, president; Mrs. Susie Also Mrs. Ethel Webb, pro-
HOUSE of CHROME
Discount Furniture Mart, Inc.
92 NO. MAIN ST. 525-6678
Mrs. Alice
$19900
Correction
In story about the Helping
Hand Community Club. which
appeared in the last issue, it
stated that the club's founder,
Mrs. Inez Brooks contributed
$25 scholarships to three local
colleges. The statement should
have stated that she presented
three colleges. We regret that
the error occurred.
SOCKS, panties and cotton
gowns of all children's sizes.
Any person desiring to con-
tribute to the project, should
contact one of the following
persons by Thursday, March
12.
Misses Jacqueline Briggs,
452-1787; Barbara Mull, 327-
6067; Johnetta Thomas. 323-
9308; and Mrs. Lois Gilder,
948-0618.
Know Your Negro History
By 1920, close to 100,000 Ne-
groes lived in Chicago — an
Increase of 148 per cent in 10
years.
Sorority Collects
Clothing For Kids
At Children's Hosp.
The Epsilon Kappa chapter
of Delta Sigma Theta soro-
rity at Memphis State univer-
sity is collecting articles of
clothing for children at Mem-
phis Crippled Children's hos-
I edged when the Bluff City•
Griggs College Ladies Auxiliary
Adds New Courses Elects Officers
According to an announce-
ment by C. J. Gaston, manag-
ing director of Griggs Busi-
ness college, the school will
offer two new courses during
the next quarter which begins
March 9.
Gaston stated that many
opportunities are now open for
oung men and women in the
!ields of Retail Merchandising
and Salesmanship. Thereforr.
his college is offering this type
of training for those students
who would like to work in
retail outlets and for concerns
who need salesmen.
The college also offers
courses in secretarial science,
junior accounting, higher ac-
counting and business admin-
istration, Griggs college is ac-
edited by the Accrediting
Commission for Business
Schools of Detroit, Michigan.
Brown Physicist
Going To Tougaloo
Dr. Robert Beyer of the
physics department of Brown
university in Providence, R.
1., will serve as visiting lec-
turer at Tougaloo Southern
Christian college at Tougaloo,
Miss., on Thursday and Fri-
day. Feb. 27, 28.
His trip is being sponsored
iby the American Association of
Physics Teachers and T h e
American Institute of Physics
as a part of a broad nation-
wide program to stimulate
interest in physics.
BI ff C PTADr. Beyer will give lectures, ityUhold informal meetings with
members with curriculum an,i
The Ladies Auxiliary of the
Goodfellow* Service club elect-
ed officers for 1964 during a
recent meeting at the home of
Mrs. Harvey Moore, Jr. of
Parkway Ave., East. Elected
president was Mrs. Elizabeth
Thomas.
Other officers elected are:
Mrs. Matilda Washington, vice
president; Mrs. Freddie Isom,
secretary; Mrs. Elizabeth Ris-
by, assistant secretary; Mrs.
Sam Ella Brown, treasurer;
Miss Gloria Edwards, report-
er; Mrs. Annie Mae Clemon,
sergeant-at-arms; Mrs. Mary
G Anderson, business. man-
ager; and Mrs. Mary Robert
Anderson, chairman of the sick
committee;
Following the business ses-
sion, refreshments were serv-
ed by the hostess of the meet-
ing. Mrs. Octavio Moore. The
next meeting is scheduled for
Sunday, March 8 at the home
of Mrs. Elizabeth Risby, 1418
S. Lauderdale St.
Ushers Day At
Trinity Church
When Trinity CME church
on Wells Ave., observed an-
nual Usher's Day, last Sunday,
Mrs. Georgia V. Harvey, a
Manassas high school guidance I
counselor, was the featured
speaker. Mrs. Ethel J. Smith
is president of the Ushers and
Rev. P. Gonya Hentrel is the
church's pastor.
students and assist factill, Presents Prizesmembers with curriculum an.,
research problems. On Founders' Day
YWCA To Sponsor Prizes were presented andpast presidents were acknowl-
pita! for St. Patrick's Day.
Preferred by the sorority are I Forum Friday PTA Council celebrated Foun-
der's Day last Friday afternoon
at the Sarah Brown Branch,
YWCA.
The PTA state president.
Mrs. Maxine Draper, talked
briefly about the formation of
the PTA.
Three schools with the high-
est percentage in membership
received loving cups. They
were: Lester Elementary, first
place, Mrs. Tarlease Mathews
president: Dunn Avenue school,
second place, Mrs. Marjorie
Goodman, president;and Walk-
er Elementary school, third
place, Mrs. Vilerie Fifer, pres-
ident.
Five PTA presidents were
presented certificates for a 10
per cent increase in member-
ship. They were: Mrs. M. Hunt
of Melrose high; Mrs. Addie
Sherrod of Carver high; Mrs.
Della Mae Ward, Prospect
Elementary; Mrs. Collie Har-
mon, Magnolia Elementary;
Mrs. Addie B. Boyd, Grant
school.
Also appearing on the pro-
gram were Mrs. Lillie Brans-
comb, editor of PTA Bulletin.
Presenting the past pres-
idents was Mrs. B. Ballard, cur-
rently vice president of t he
Council. Past presidents at-
tending were: Mrs. Mary Mur-
phy, Mrs. Draper, Mrs. G. M.
A forum, "Youth In Diffi-
culties," has been planned by
the Sarah Brown Branch YW-
CA, 1044 Mississippi Blvd.. for
Friday, Feb. 28 at 7:30 p.m.
Panelists will include Chas.
H. Fleer, executive director of
Youth Guidance Commission;
Father Donald E. Mowery,
executive director of Youth
Servic- in Memphis, Inc.; and
Paul V. Hicks, assistant re-
gional supervisor of the Ten-
nessee Division of Vocational
Rehabilitation.
The moderator will be Mrs.
Katherine Thornton.
The forum is open to the
public.
DR. DEBORAH P. WOLFE
Dr. Deborah P. Wolfe, while engaged in one of her many
duties, is shown here being congratulated by President
Lyndon B. Johnson. Dr. Wolfe Is Education Chief, Educa-
tion and Labor. House of Representatives and internation-
al grand basileus of Zeta Phi Beta sorority, Inc.
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Bumpus.
Mrs. Draper, Mrs. Bumpus
and Mrs. Mattie Suttles, left
immediately after the celebra-
tion for Knoxville to attend
the State PTA executive meet-
ing.
O.W.W. - DON'T Copy
NOTTINGHAM, England —
(UPI) — Ralph Reid-Buckle,
28, received an unwelcome
honeymoon present when he
went to his car with his bride.
Yvonne, 26. A policeman gave
him a ticket for parking
illegally. The officer also gave
a parking ticket to the Rev.
George Walker, 70, who mar-
ried the couple
SHE LIKES 'THE MEMPHIS'
She likes "The Memphis," but the doesn't like "The Cali-
fornia" said five-year-old Sherry Wiggins, above, as she
was being escorted from a Jet plane by the above steward-
ess, who is carrying one of sherry's huge dolls. Sherry was
out on the plane alone by her mother in Los Angeles, at
4:15 a. in. She arrived in Memphis at S a. m., and was
met by her grandmother. Mrs. Midi's Gooden of 1036 Mis-
sissippi Blvd., with whom she lived before going to Los
Angeles. Mrs. Goode.' said she decided to have Sherry live
with her after she dialed long distance herself and said,
"I want to come back to The Memphis. I don't like The
California." Photo by Ernest Withers.)
LeMOY NE'S
MISS HOMECOMING
The new Miss Homecoming of
1964-65 at LcMosne College is
Miss Delorise Joyner, a junior,
of 1344 Ridgeway. The college's
homecoming queen is chosen
each year by members of Le-
Moyne's basketball team. Miss
Dorothy Jones, a Junior, of
3637 Scoance. was first al-
ternate, and Miss Alfredo. Woo-
ten, a junior, of 950 South
Parkway East, second alternate.
'Blessing' Isn't
Necessarily
'Blessings'
0. Z. Evers, president of the
Binghampton . based Unity
League, offered the "blessing"
during a luncheon given for
Rep. Ross Bass, 45-year-old as-
pirant to the U.S. Senate, when
he came to town last week.
But Evers told the Tr -State
Defender that his presence at
the meeting did not necessarily
mean that his blessings would
be later placed upon the legisla-
tor from Pulaski, Tenn.
"He's got a good record." Ev-
ers said, ''and he was among
those who voted foi the Presi-
dent's Civil Rights bill."
Evers, whose strategy helped
put William B. Ingram in the
mayor's seat here in Memphis,
said it was too soon for him to
say who he would back.for the
Senate later this year.
OPEN HOUSE
185 Horse Shoe Cove FRI.-SAT.-SUN.
5117 Sonetta MAX-al Dark
LAKEVIEW
GARDEN
These are Spacious Quality-Built
Homes. 3 & 4 Bedroom Model
Features Living Room, Dining
Room-Kitchen and Den.
 
 • 
F.H.A. OR G.I.
FIND OUT HOW - - - FIND OUT NOW
SALESMEN ON GROUND 398 7956
PEACE REALTY
4787 Hornlake Rd.
JSC Prexy Will
Speak Here For
Baptist School
Dr. William P. Davis, pres-
ident of Jackson State college
at Jackson, Miss., will be the
!guest speaker for Fellowship
I Day observances at the St.
Paul Baptist !church, 1144 E.
McLemore, on Sunday March
8 at 2:30 p.m.
Proceeds from the program
will benefit the Baptist In-
dustrial College and Seminary
at Hernando, Miss.
Music for the program will
be sung by the choirs of St.
Matthews, Greater Mt. Mo-
riah, Union Hill and the St..
Paul Baptist churches. Soloists
will be Mrs. W. P. Clay, Mrs.
Louise Robinson and Miss
Nancy Ross.
Rev. Charles W. Guy is pres-
ident of the Baptist college and
Rev. S. H. Herring pastor of
St. Paul.
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It's Up To The Senate
The House of Representatives
passed the most far-reaching
Civil Rights bill that has ever
been considered by that body.
On a roll-call vote, the bill pass-
ed by a margin of 290- to 130.
This indicates the overwhelming
support that the leadership of
the House had gathered for the
measure.
The debate was serious, sober
and generally germane t‘, the
subject. Many objections and
amendments were offered by the
opposition in a spirit that was
devoid of rancor, narrow section-
alism and malice.
The bill's supporters marshal-
led their arguments with logic,
precision and tact. There was no
display of offensive rhetoric. The
House had worked hard to keep
the measure and its essential
features from being scuttled. Its
legislative conduct was exem-
plary.
The coalition of Southern
Democrats and reactionary Re-
publicians which has so often
thwarted civil rights proposals
met more than its match this
time. A coalition, of Democratic
and Republican— progressives
dealt effectively at last with the
ugly and crippling pfoblem of
racial discrimination.
The most controversial feature
of the bill — the section that
seeks to guarantee equal access
to places of public accommoda-
tion — was approved by a sub-
stantial majority. This was the
section about which there was
much doubt and speculation.
Most observers feared that the
Southern bloc in the House
would rally enough forces to de-
feat the proposal.
Without this section, the civil
rights bill would have been of
little consequence. The House,
therefore, deserves to be felici-
tated for approving this section
in vigorous and effective form.
The bill is now before the Sen-
ate where its opponents will try
to remove the following provis-
ions as the price of allowing it
to come to a vote: (a) the ban on
discrimination in public accom-
modations; (b) Title 3, which en-
titles the Justice Department to
intervene in civil rights
suits; (c) Title 6, permitting the
witholding of Federal funds
from states practicing discrim-
ination; (d) a Federal Fair Em-
ployment Practice Commission.
No filibuster on civil rights
has ever been broken before its
principal purposes were achiev-
ed. This was true when two di-
luted civil rights bills were pass-
ed during the second term of
President Eisenhower.
Senator Hubert Humphrey,
the leader of the pro-civil rights
Democrats in the Senate, has
said that 25 Republican votes
will be needed to end the fili-
buster by cloture. The Demo-
cratic tactic is to blame the Re-
publicans for not joining in ap-
plying cloture to a filibuster
which is no part of Republican
doing.
The filibuster, a questionable
Parliamentary device, is used
by the Senior leaders of the
Democratic party to thwart the
will of the majority on proposals
that affect, particularly, some
fundamental rights of the Negro
people. The Democratic party
ought to be held responsible for
this evil practice.
At this stage it seams clear
that the Administration Demo-
crats want to claim full credit
for an iron-clad civil rights bill
which can be enacted only with
Republican backing.
Notwithstanding
Thaddeus T. Stokes
Lilting Music, Beautiful Girls
And Grim Reminder At NDCC Ball
Amid the lilting music which
pulsated the dancing feet of the
young in heart and years, a
grim reminder of the barbaric
inclination of man against man
was reflected from the walls of
the gymnasium at Carver High
school, where the fourth annual
banquet and military ball of the
National Defense Cadet Corps of
Memphis City High Schools was
held last Saturday night.
The grim reminder was dis-
plays depicting the various wars
participated in or precipitated
by the United States of America.
The Civil War display in-
cluded a painting of Abraham
Lincoln and Frederick Douglass.
Another display simply said 1776
to ?.
The Revolutionary War dis-
play, created by Lester High
school, stated "Paul Revere's
Ride." Carver High school's dis-
play referred to the Korean War.
World War I, referring to Meuse
Argonne Offensive, was created
by Booker T. Washington High
school. The Spanish - American
War by Hamilton High school;
World War II reminded us of
"Iwo Jima, 1945;" it was credited
to Melrose High school. Douglass
High school selected the War of
1812 for its display.
Other decorations for the ball
included red and white balloons;
each of the participating high
school's flag, the United States
of America flag, and the Ten-
nessee State flag.
In great contrast to the grim
reminder • of war was the talent
contest at which Miss Gwen-
dolyn Jones of Douglass High
school was selected the 1964
NDCC Queen by three judges.
Also in great contrast to the re-
minder of war were the pretty,
talented contenders for the
queenship. Miss Annette Whit-
taker of Carver High school,
Miss Deborah Greene of Hamil-
ton High. Miss Carol Morris of
Lester High, Miss Carita Harri-
son of Manassas High, Miss Mary
Truitt of Melrose High and Miss
Helen Marzette of Booker T.
Washington High.
On second thought, why not
have displays of wars at a mili-
tary ball? What else would be
symbolized at a military ball?
However, I cannot clear from
my mind the haunting thoughts
evoked by a poem by 0. R. Bur-
gess:
"I was too young to bear a
gun
When World War I came
'long
But saw the soldiers march
away
Mid martial strain and song.
These were the last who'd
have to fight
In conflict any more,
And none should die on
battlefield —
This was the end of war.
We won the fight, Armistice
came
And cannon ceased to roar;
Our boys came back with
hopes set high
There'd be no other war.
We've learned a bitter
lesson now;
We've seen the hand of fate
And know if war could end
all war,
Then, hate could end all
hate.
There is one road, and only
one
That leads us far above
The war and hatred of this
world —
The road to peace is love."
Despite the grim reminder, the
NDCC annual ball and banquet
was a very beautiful affair.
Major George Robinson, who
heads the NDCC Corps in Mem-
phis, is to be congratulated for
a job well done.
'Relax I'll Bite The Fuse'
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Only In America
By I-1 ARR Y GO I.., D EN
Novices Invade Sports Writing
While sports does not occupy
a central position in. our lives.
it certainly occupies a central
position in our liesure.
The Yankees, baseball's most
successful team, play to 1,000,000,
fans at home and 1,000,000 on the
road plus the half million who
see the World Series each year.
Uncounted millions watch the
professional football teams each
Sunday. There are others who
follow the television golf match-
es and the bowling tournaments.
What strikes me strange about
spectator sports is how little it
has ever been utilized as a ve-
hicle for serious literature.
One remembers how success-
fully the movies converted the
novel about pool into "The
Hustler." Any sport consists of
a specialized world with sepa-
rate yet recognizable values and
codes and yet either the writer
or his audience do not under-
stand these components.
I wondered about this ques-
tion after reading Eliot Azinof's
fine book, "Eight Men Out"
which is a story of the eight
Chicago Black Sox players who
threw the 1919 World Series.
Azinofs book is not only a
profound study of baseball but
an equally profound study of the
American character and how it
is corrupted by money. For Ed-
die Cicotte, Chick Gandil, Lefty
Williams, "Shoeless" Joe Jack-
son, Buck Weaver, Fred McMul-
lin, Swede Risberg, and Happy
Felsh sold out for money they
never received (save Cicotte,`
who got $10,000 before the Series
opened).
It was, of course, a much more
complex motivation that led
these men to betray their honor.
They were victimized, according
to Azinof, by the cheapskate
owner, Charles Comiskey; yet
other men, too, have been vic-
timized and found other, more
honorable solutions.
Aside from Azinof, who also
wrote a novel about baseball
called "Man on Spikes" and
Mark Harris and, of course, Ring
Lardner's "You Know Me, Al,"
there have been very few at-
tempts to dramatize or portray
the world of sports.
When the movies make a base-
ball picture, they always put
angels in the outfield which,
considering the already intense
symbolism of the baseball dia-
mond and its rules, is like gild-
ing the lily. There has never
been a good novel about college
football although James Thurber
and Eliot Nugent touched upon
its hysteria in their play, "The
Male Animal."
For Myself, I am a baseball
fan and I cannot believe that
Grover - Cleveland Alexander's
striking out Tony Lazzeri in the
1927 World Series with the bases
loaded is meaningless.
Perhaps our sportswirters and
columnists who turn, out copy
daily have already wearied the
novelists, or playwrights who
would attempt such a story. Per-
haps the movies and television
know that no actor can fake a
competed shortstop going to his
left.
But novelists and playrights
have never tired about writing
how novels and plays are writ-
ten nor .have the movies and
televisioii ever tired of how
movies and television are pro-
duced.
But the "as told to" sports
books which inundate the mar-
ket every year seem to be writ-
ten not by a competent pitcher,
say, and a practicing jounialist,
but by kindergarten infants, and
not particularly bright infants at
that,
(Copyright (C), 1964, by Harry
Golden.)
(Distributed by Bell
-McClure
Syndicate.)
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Inside Washington
Sen. Morse In New Role
WASHINGTON — Sen Wayne
Morse, the Oregon Democrat,
has long held the reputation of
being one of the Senate's scrap-
piest members. He can be tough
and stubborn, and believing in
his position it's hard to shake
him or strike a compromise, as
many of his colleagues in and
out of Congress have discovered.
It was unusual, therefore, for
him to be cast in the role of a
peacemaker.
But that is exactly what he
has been doing forOregon's two
ladies in Congress — Sen. Mau-
irne Neuberger and Rep. Edith
Green. The women have not
been on speaking terms for
some time and Morse's efforts
were devoted to healing the
breach for the sake of Oregon
party harmony.
However, we're happy to re-
report that the ladies have kissed
and made up. They're again ex-
changing friendly visits, chatting
femininely and working to-
gether on mutual political prob-
lems. It seems that their falling-
out resulted from a misunder-
standing over some political pa-
tronage and everything has
been straightened out.
I Ity NAT D. WILLIAMS 
BATTLE PLANS
One of the nation's leading
weekly magazines published a
group ef exclusive interviews
with nationally - known Negro
leaders last week.
The interviews were designed
to have the Negro leaders se-
leeted to tell their plans for '64
in regard to the Negro Amer-
ican's struggle for full citizen-
ship benefits in the United
States.
The men interviewed included
Whitney M. Young, Jr., execu-
tive director of the National Ur-
ban League; Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr., president of the
Southern Christian Leadership
Conference; Roy Wilkins, execu-
tive secretary of the National
Association for the Advance-
ment of Colored People; James
L. Fanner, national director of
the Congress of Racial Equality,
and James Forman, executive
secretary of the Student Non-
violent Coordinating Commit-
tee.
WHITNEY M. YOUNG, JR.
These men are the spokesmen
for five national organizations
who have one thing in common
. . . each has a program for the
improvement of the Negro's
status in this country. Their or-
ganizations differ somewhat in
general approach to the issue.
They operate from different
points of emphasis.
Some of their plans overlap.
But each is distinctive in reflect-
ing the basic attitudes and out-
looks of important segments of
the Negro populace of America.
NEED VICTORIES
Mr. Young, speaking for the
National Urban League and the
Negroes who place their hopes
in the overall Urban League ap-
proach, says, 'Ve've got to have
victories." He said, further,
"We're in a period now of watch-
ful waiting. Nineteen sixty-three
was a year of confrontation, both
at the local and at the national
level thru the March on Wash-
ington. As a result of this, cer-
tain commitments were made
and there are certain expecta-
tions on the part of the Negro.
"Negro leadership was able to
keep this a responsible, re-
strained kind of effort. If there
is failure to pass the civil rights
legislation, or if it's watered
down too much, or if at the local
level the commitments that were
made in terms of employment
. . . if there's nothing done, then
I think you can expect demon-
strations with more intensity,
larger numbers. And what I
think will be more unfortunate
is that, to a degree, the position
of responsible Negro leadership
will be weakened. We will have
been, to some extent, discredited
. . . our continuance as the
spokesmen and the people whom
the masses trust is dependent
upon our winning some victor-
ies."
Mr. Young has a good point.
BOYCOTT APPROACH
Rev. Martin Luther King's
basic approach is based on boy-
cotts. He said, "Boycotts will be
used. I am sure that if this bill
(civil rights) does not pass . . .
particularly the public accommo-
dations section . . . we will see
demonstrations on a scale that
we haven't seen before . if
there is a filibuster in the Sen-
ate, I'm sure that advocates of
civil rights will engage in some
type of direct action to drama-
tize opposition to this tragic and
blatant abuse of the democratic
process.
"In communities where there
is a recalcitrance on the part of
ably be large scale demonstra-
tions. In communities where
there still is public segregation
generally, there will be demon-
strations just as we have been
having in Atlanta.
"There will be a big push to
get better job opportunities for
Negroes. I'm not saying that the
ultimate problem in human re-
lations can be solved thru legis-
lation (laws).
"You can't make a man, thru
legal strictures and judicial de-
crees or executive order, love
somebody else. But we aren't
trying to legislate love. We are
trying to legislate issues that
regulate behavior."
Reverend King makes sense.
POLITICAL STRATEGY
Roy Wilkins of the NAACP
indicated that his followers will
place "emphasized elections."
He said, "This is an election
year, the prime emphasis will be
on the elections . . . registration
of voters, examination of candi-
dates, consideration of issues. I
look for demonstrations to con-
tinue. It would seem to me that
we would have demonstrations
in a number of communities
where the local officials seem to
be immovable. Targets of em-
phasis will be areas where seg-
regation in public school sys-
tems and housing is still exist-
ing.
"There will be a great deal of
emphasis on discrimination in
employment, as well, because
the Negro is two and a half times
more unemployed than the white
worker. The Negro's economic
position is becoming very acute
indeed."
Mr. Wilkins is seeing straight.
NEW INGREDIENT
James L. Farmer of the Con-
gress of Racial Equality (CORE)
says: "Demonstrations will
spread. In 1964, I expect there
will be a new ingredient added,
or several new ingredients . . .
there will be a greater approach
to the 'uncommitted mass.' The
necessity for winning-their al-
legiance and other allies is very
clear . . . we need allies from
among other minority groups in
the country . . . and from the
prevailing majority.
"I'm convinced that the best
way of winning these allies is
by providing the people of good-
will with something to do, con-
structively. Participating in se-
lective patronage campaigns, or
boycotts, is one thing they can
do. The widespread Puerto Rican
support of the New York school
boycott is a dramatic example
of this."
Mr. Farmer has a good point
in that -"other minorities as al-
lies" idea.
DOLLARS AND BALLOTS
Young Mr. Forman, of the
Student Nonviolent Coordinating
Committee, says, "There will be
a multiplicity of boycotts. The
focus will be on eliminating the
de facto segregation that exists
in Northern cities. Chicago is a
good example. Negroes have two
things on their side. . . the dol-
lar and the ballot. You withhold
the dollar from the merchants
and they begin to get concerned
. .. just as the threat of the Ne-
gro vote concerns the politi-
cian."
Mr. Foreman is talking intel-
ligently.
So, by and large, they have
outlined the main points of em-
phasis the Negro will most like-
ly observe for this year. They
are obviously Well aware of
what is in the back of most
black, brown and beige heads.
political leaders, there will prob- Now, whatchubet!
Know
The
Negro
By AL DUCK ETT
Tampa's Mixing Gesture
TAMPA,. Fla. — Soaking up
sun in this gorgeoue,. broad-
avenued, tree-lined bay city, one
is struck by the irony of the
paradox of the race relations
situation in the South.
I am here with fellow colum-
nist Jackie Robinson who is
combining a golfing vacation
with some projects on which we
are working, just before he
plunges full strength into the
political wars, carrying the
standard of New York Gov. Nel-
son Rockefeller.
We are living in a dream of a
hotel-motel, The International
Inn, which is one of Tampa's in-
tegrated establishments. We are
learning much about the on-
going and ever-progressing
struggle for racial justice here
from two of the dedicated lead-
ers most responsible for waging
the relentless battle.
They are C. Blythe Andrews,
Jr., crusading editor-publisher of
the successful Florida Sentinel-
Bulletin, and Robert W. Saun-
ders, tireless field secretary for
the NAACP here.
The third day we were here
was a city-wide holiday: a fun
day which is observed here an-
nually. Thil day is dedicated to
the memory of a roguish and
bold pirate, Jose, Gasper.
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WELCOMED TO GREENSBORO
Mr. and Mrs. Robert King i right are ob-
viously enjoying the welcome reception
thrown by their sister-in-law, Fula K. ye-
reen. The Kings have taken up residence
Alabama
BESSEMER
By G. W. IVEY
Negro History Week was
observed at Hard School. The
theme was "Negro History:
A Basis for The New Free-
dom."
• • •
Sick list: Henry Smith, Earl
Cotton, Jr., Fannie Forman,
S. L. Garrett, Mrs. John
...Thompson, Johnnie Walk e r,
91111Plorence Akens and Iola
Mitchell.
ARKANSAS
BATES VILLE
By MATTIE WATKINS
;The Eugene Lexions are in
Washington for the funeral of
Eugene Lexion, a brother.
Rev. and R. C. Shriber at-
tended services in Walnut
Ridge last Sunday.
Rev. J. W. Daniels recently
returned from Tuckerman
DEFENDER
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in Greensboro following his discharge from
the Army in Fort Ord, California where he
was a captain. Mrs. King is the former
Margaret Owens of Suffolk, Va.
GEORGIA
SAVANNAH
By HELEN McKAY
The 13th Annual Southern
Regional Press Institute was
recently held at Savannah
State College. This year's
theme is "The Press—Guardi-
an of Responsibility,. Freedom
and Truth."
Dr. S. Walter Martin, chan-
cellor of the Board of Regents,
University System of Georgia,
delivered the keynot- address.
The DIVISIos, of Technical
Sciences of Savannah College
sponsored its first Engineering
Technology Fair under the di-
rection of Clyde W. Hall,
chairman of the division.
Dr. Benjamin E. Mays
president of Morehouse Col-
lege, will open a library lec-
ture series on Feb. 21.
where he visited friends.
Rev. and Mrs. Albert St.
Clair attended church services
in LaCross.
MISSISSIPPI
CORNITH
By REV. W. W. HAMILTON
The City Road CME Metho-
dist Church held a spiritual
drive on Methodist Men's
night.
Guest speaker was Rev. R.
B. Owens for the occasion and
others during the week.
Other speakers for the drive
were Robert B. Owens. was
sponsored by the Young peo-
ples group and Rev. C. J.
Lowe, was sponsored by the
Missionary Womens groups.
Rev. and Mrs. W. W. Hamil-
ton were house guests of Mrs.
Annie Bell Carter.
so.
The W.M.U. Christian Un-
ion held its meeting at the
Macedonia Missionary Baptist
Church recently.
Rev. C. J. Lowe, of the
Macedonia Baptist Church,
gave the welcome address at
the Union Missionary Wom-
en's meeting recently.
Rev. Sam Jones, of the Un-
HOME FOR AWHILE
Geraldine HInnant, Livingston College coed
who is taking her junior year studies at
Wellesley College, Boston, Mass, chats with
President S. K. Duncan (left) and Professor
S. L. Hopkins of the Natural Science Divis-
ion. She is one of nine young ladles par-
ticipating in an exchange program spon-
sored by United Negro College Fund., Inc.
Miss Hinnant is a native of Goldsboro,
N. C.
TUSKEGEE AWARD
During the 73rd annual Farmers Confer-
ence at Tuskegee Institute In Alabama,
Rev. R. I,. Harrington (left) received the
schools 1963 Merit Minister Award and
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Means received 4the
Merit Family Award. Rev, Harrington. -
WINNERS
ister of Phillip Temple Christian Church
in Phenix City, Ala., is a former student
at Mlles College. The Means, who operate
a 466 acre farm In Boligee, Ala., with as-
sets listed at nearly $100.000.
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Campus Capers
By FRED GRAVES
Of Columbia College
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Recently at Florida A&M University in Tallahassee, the
Beta Alpha chapter of Delta Sigma Theta Sorority presented
its immediate past national president, Dr. Jeanne Noble, Dr.
Noble was the guest speaker at the sorority's annual scholar-
ship program, and from all we've heard, it was quite success-
ful.
From A&T College, Greensboro, N. C., comes news of a
modern Cinderella. Gwendolyn Wilson, Winston-Salem, N. C.,
a senior honor student in the A&T College School of Nursing
last month began earning more than $350 per month — all
while going to college.
It all came about because she is now a second lieutenant
in the U. S. Army Nurse Corps. She was commissioned last
month, and called immediately to active duty. Her active duty
assignment is to attend classes which will lead to her coming
graduation this June, a special provision and opportunity un-
der the U. S. Army Student Nurse Program.
As soon as Lieutenant Wilson took her oath and became
an officer, she broke into a broad grin and said, "Imagine, I've
suddenly become a full grown woman, financially able to pay
my way through college."
North Carolina College has been gaining international
recognition recently. Some of the college's undergraduate and
graduate students have been invited to participate in a two-
semester program at the University of Madrid. All courses
will be taught by fulltime professors at the university and
will be given entirely in Spanish.
Also two of the college's students have been selected by
Operation Crossroads Africa to participate in a work-camp
study seminar this summer. The students, Charles Weeks and
Larry Martin, will work in a community project chosen by
one of the twenty participatilig African governments.
While abroad, they will live simply with their African
colleagues and villagers. They will also have the additional
opportunity of travel and study in at least one African coun-
try other than the one to which they are assigned.
Bob Hayes, the world's fastest human, is now a cover
boy. The Florida A&M University junior from Jacksonville
shares the cover with Jon Pennel of Northeast Louisiana
State College.
ionBaptist Church, Bath
Siirings, 'Penn., preached a
sermon here recently.
• • •
STARK VILLE
By LEANDY MOORE
Teadie Watt Devine of
Starkville, Miss., died in Felix
Long's Memorial Hospital aft-
er a brief illness.
The funeral was held at Sec-
ond Baptist Church with the
Rev. J. H. Robinson officiating.
The children and other rela-
tives from out of the state
who came for the funeral were:
Maggie T. Conley, Dorothy
Sherman, Ernest Watt and
Madie L. Devine of Cleveland,
Ohio; George Watt and Emma
Devine of Los Angeles, Calif.;
Nellie Kate Rush, E. St. Louis,
Ill.; Everette Bell, St. Louis,
Mo.; Madie Powers, Mammie
Powers and John Powers of
Cleveland, Ohio.
Rev. and Mrs. Clifton R.
Whitley of Holly Springs,
Miss., were guests at Griffin
Chapel. Rev. Whitley was
guest speaker for the Race Re-
lation Day.
Willie Nick, resident of the
Josey Creek Community died
in Felix Long's Memorial Hos-
pital.
The funeral was held at
Josey Creek Baptist Church
with the Rev. Chester Cobb
officiating.
• • •
BATES VILLE
By CLET JOINER
The Church of God in Christ
had an unusual amount of
visitors at its dervices last
week to hear Rev. Elder Gas-
kin, of Clarksdale, guest
speaker.
The Green M.B. Church held
special services on the 3rd
Sunday to celebrate the ar-
rival of their new minister,
Rev. A. Brown.
Rev. W. , C. Holmes, of this
Evendale Church. presented
the pastor to his now congre-
gation.
• • •
New Hope M.B. Church was
graced by the visit of Rev. W.
L. Brown, of Memphis, Tenn.
• • •
WATER VALLEY
By C. A. HAWKINS
The N. H. Reeses recently
visited relatives in Oxford.
Among them were Emma
Turner, Gladys Mitchell and
Hazel Buford.
Rev. C. 0. Hawkins pre-
sided over the 2nd annual
Quarterly Conference at Miles
Memorial CME Church in the
absence of the Presiding El-
der Rev. A. C. Reques who is
The homes of Albert Cra.
ford and Henry Johnson burn-
ed down recently.
One child and a grandchild
in the Johnson family were
killed in the fire.
The community extends, its
sympathies to both families.
ILLINOIS
CAIRO
By DAN CLARK
Brotherhood Week was ob-
served at Ward Chapel and
closed with a Mass Rally.
Awards for outstanding serv-
ice in the field of brotherhood
were given to the following:
Gwen Chambliss, of Mounds:
Nellie Miller, of Cairo; Dr. W.
A. Fingal, of East St. Louis:
Rev. Blaine Ramsey, of Cham-
paign: Ethel B. Hartman, Of
Villa Ridge: J. C. Penn, of
Carbondale: and Atty. David
Lansden, of Cairo.
Jenola McBride was the
guest speaker at the Youth
Rally at Mt Moriah.
• • •
Mrs. Archie Williams has
returned from Mississippi
where her father has been ill.
• • •
Sharon Hill, a student at
S.I.U. spent the weekend with
parents, the Robert Robert.
sons.
• • •
Tyronne Coleman, son of the
Masons was crowned Youth
King at the recent youth rally.
• • •
Founders Day was celebrat-
ed at Ward Chapel at the S.S.
hour on Feb. 16.
• • •
The Mother's Club of Pyra-
mid Courts entertained the
young people with a Valen-
tine party.
as.
Sick list: Adeline Jones, Sa-
die Washum, Lula Rogers,
Nurse Nellie P. Miller, Nancy
White, Marion Hoover and
Florence Robertson,
COLP
By ANNA BILLINGSLEY
The young women of Mt.
Olive Church have organized
a mission and new officers
were installed at a special
service. They are Mary A.
Powers, president; Genvia
Washington, vice president;
Beatrice Kincaid, treasurer.
Emma Hibbler, president of
the district convention group,
was guest speaker.
. • •
Rev. W. H. Mack of Mur-
physbero recently installed
Rev. Raymond Davis as pastor
in that district.
Those attending the annual
tea of the Rose of Sharon's
Club of Bethel AME Church
were Rev. James Dixon, Rev.
Paul Jones and Alva Billing-
sley.
Irene Ng, of Singapore, Chi-
na, discussed life in China and
Africa at the Country Religious
social for young people.
The Shaffer Chapel AME
Church held a Brotherhood
service this' week. Guest speak-
ers were Marion missionaries,
Rev. and Mrs. A. Dickey, Rev.
George P. Jones and Rev. B.
Sterling.
Tennessee
DYERSBURG
By FOSTER HARRIS
Willie Green 'and her twins
—Michael and Michelle— are
visiting in Chicago with the
Timothy Jones'.
• • •
The Leroy Greers were re-
cent dinner guests at the
home of Thurmond Crook.
Se.
The- Fred Simmons of 2,1 -
harry Medical College spent
the weekend here with the
James Smiths.
Lin Robersan and family
are now residing on Scott St.
• • •
House guests at the Richard
Parker home for the last two
weeks were Mr. and Mrs. Al-
fred Parker and son, R. J.,
from Detroit, Mich.
• • •
M. K. Johnson of Chicago
recently spent the weekend
here visiting with relatives
and Mrs. Johnnie Whitelaw.
• • •
Ann Hudson, Lane College,
Jackson, Tenn., visited her
parents, the George Hudsons.
• • •
Rev. and Mrs. John H. Fen-
ner were guests at St. Luke
Baptist Church.
• • •
Sick list: Katy Jones, Eva
Noonan and Betty Cox,
District NHA Meeting in
Selmer, Tenn.: Frances Math-
is. a sophomore at Bruce, was
chosen the district Sergeant-
'al-arms.
Those NHA'sse in the talent
department -will -be asked to
appear at the state meeting
In Nashville this Spring.
• • •
JACKSON
By C. A. AGNEW
A Historical Banquet was
held at Morning Star Baptist
Church. The Pageant, "Good
Evening Mr. President" was
presented by the ministers' and
deacons' wives.
• • •
Founders Day of the Nation-
al Congress of PTA was held
at Vincent High School in
Henderson, Tenn.. The Rev.
Lawrence Lanier, pastor of
Beach Grove and Mt. Zion
CME Churches, was guest
speaker.
Dr. J. H. Jackson of Chica-
go, Ill., president of the Na-
tional Baptist Convention will
be the honored guest 'AM
speaker at Merry High School.
The event is being sponsored
by the funds committee for
the "Home for Senior Citi-
zens," now being erected on
Class St.
A mass chorus of over 100
voices will sing under the di-
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Final rites were held for ny William and Garland of
Narsuses Bishop, of Batesville,
Ark., at the Pleasant Green
Baptist Church with Rev. A.
Narsworthy of Memphis of-
ficiating.
She is survived by a son, a
daughter and several grand-
children.
Funeral services' for Millie
Brown Nash of Bessemer, Ala.,
were held at Oak Grove Bap-
tist Church in Gallian, Ala.,
with Rev. C. A. Fredd officiat-
ing.
She is survived by one
brother and five nephews.
Last rites for William Glas-
pie, Johnson City, Tenn., were
held at St. Mary General As-
sembly Church of the First
Born with Rev. W. P. Wagner
officiating. Burial was in .the
J. D. Ledford Funeral Home in
charge.
He is survived by his wife,
Mable; three sons, Glen, Dan-
rection of Prof. Daniel Glass.
• • •
Mrs Priscilla Howard is in
Jackson
-Madison County Gen-
eral Hospital at this writing.
Relatives and friends are wish-
ing her a speedy recovery.
• • •
DYERSBURG
By FOSTER HARRIS
Grand procession of those
selected for "Who's Who for
1969" at Bruce High School
was followed by the Corona-
tion Ball.
Selected for honors were
Sue Douglas and Joe Green,
Mr. and Mrs. Brains; Walter
Stark and Ann Horton, best all
around students; Enzley Mit-
chell and Betty Oliver, most
pleasing personality; Donald
Thomas and Peggy Swift, best
dressed; Leo Wynn and Ruth
Johnson; most talented; Tom-
my Swift and Minnie Robin-
son; best citizens, Joe Adams
and Evelyn Jones, best
athletes.
Ruby Jackson, was honored
as Queen with her first and
second attendents, Verneda
Green and Carolyn Thomas.
Freshman favorites were
Nelton Thomas and Carolyn
Jones and elementary king
and queen were Roderick
Enicks and Ann Reddick.
• • •
Mr. Stork recently left a
son for the Robert Demers and
Larry Robinsons, and a daugh-
ter for the Johnny Smiths.
• • •
Sick list: Essie Ousley, Eva
Noonan and Lonnie Mont-
gomery.
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Birmingham Spotlight
BY: MAYO TOAL FORNISS
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By MAYO TOAl• FORNISS
Hi,
Birmingham Links will observe Links Week, Feb. 22
through March 1. A Bohemian Brunch honoring top students
In the senior classes of the several senior high schools in the
area, will open the series of events scheduled.
On Feb. 23, Visa Lee Hinton will be featured in a Hobby
Panorama, at her home, showing her "Works of Art."
• • •
A shower for patients of the TB Sanitorium and the in-
mates at Ketone Old Folks Home; a city-wide waste paper
drive for Miles College; gifts for Spastic Aid Class of Lewis
School; a cash donation to Miles College and Group attend-
ance at the morning service of First Congregational Church,
with the monthy club meeting featuring three speakers from
the city, are scheduled during the week.
• • •
Funeral services for W. Wesley Whetstone, principal of
Hill School, were held from the Sixth Avenue Baptist Church
with his pastor, the Rev. John Cross officiating.
Mr. Whetstone was Minister of Music and a Sunday
school teacher of the Sixteenth Street Baptist Church, South-
ern vice president of Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity and was
active in civic affairs of the City.
He is survived by his wife, a son' and a step-daughter,
several nephews.
• • •
The YMCA annual membership drive is underway, with
workers soliciting your membership . . . Tom and Olivia
Eaton are proud parents of a baby girl . . Our sympathy
to Vera Wens Johnson In the death of her aunt in Tulsa ...
to Mary Ella Rash in the death of her brother in New Orleans
. . . to Eleanor Thibodeaux and the Stokes family in the
death of Mrs. Ruth Stokes ... Grover Price and Dr. E. Paul
Jones are out after several days shut-in.
Get-well wishes to Dr. E. W. Taggart, Florella Albert,
Louise Mallard, Lucille Wood, Hattie Calloway, and Mr. Poole,
•
• Local Roy Scout Troops worshipped at com mu n it y
churches, in observance of Scout Day „ Pres, Herman Long'
of Talladega College was the speaker for the YMCA at St,
John AME Church . Dr. and Mrs. H. D. Gregg attended
the Bishops' Councikin New Orleans . Semper Fidelis Club
held a luncheon meeting at the home of Margery Gallard,
Elizabethton, Tenn.; and three
daughters, Katherine, Dorothy
and Tommie.
Funeral services for Charlie
Love Reid of Jackson, Tenn.,
were held at Rock Temple
Baptist Church of God in
Christ with Elder J. E. Poin-
dexter officiating. Burial was
in Mt. Olivet Cemetery with
Bledsoe Funeral Home in
charge.
Reid was born in Madison
County, was a retired farmer
and a member of Rock Tem-
ple.
Funeral services for Alice
Ragland of Jackson, Tenn.
were held at Mt. Olive Baptist
Church with the Rev. P. T.
Northern and A. Hardaway of-
ficiating. Burial was in the
church cemetery with Ste-
phenson-Shaw Funeral Home
in charge.
Last rites for Viola Thomas
of Jackson, Tenn. were held
at Cain Creek Baptist Church
with A. E. Freeman officiating,
Bledsoe Funeral Home was in
charge of the burial in the
church cemetery.
Services for Clarence Curry,
76. of Jackson, Tenn., were
held at Medon CME Church
with Rev. N. Davis officiating.
Burial was in the church cem-
etery with Stephenson-Shaw
Funeral Home in charge.
Survivors include his wife,
Birdie.
Services for Jewel Dean
Bryant Howard, of Jackson,
Tenn., were held in Toledo,
Ohio with Dale Funeral Home
in charge.
She was a member of Jack-
son's Liberty CME Church un-
til her recent move to Ohio.
Survivors are her husband,
Columbus; her parents, the
Frank Bryants; a son, Jerald
Freeman; two daughters, Rose-
land and Debra Freeman; a
sister, Marcine Edmonds of
Los Angeles, Calif.; and three
brothers, Frank Bryant, Jr.,
of Jackson; and Bobby and
Billy Bryant, both of Los An-
geles.
Funeral rites were held
from New Olivet AME Zion
Church for Dr. James W.
Shaw, a Rock Hill, S.C., veter-
an pastor, with Rev. J. D.
Arthur officiating.
Dr. Shaw served as a minis-
ter for more than 50 years and
was once the prelaident of
Clinton Junior College. He re-
ceived his theological training
at Hood Theological Seminary
and was awarded a D.D. de-
gree from Livingstone College.
Upon his retirement, about
a year ago, he went to live
with a sister in New York. He •
died in the Lincoln Memorial
Hospital, in New York.
He was given Masonic rites
at the funeral, having been a
member of Fraternal Union
Lodge and Fraternal Union
Chapter of the Order of East-
ern Star. Interment was in
Paradise AME Zion Church
Cemetery, Great Falls.
National
Classified Ads
I3—Correspondence
Clubs
LONELY? SE HAPPY, JOIN THE
American Club. Box 757. Gary, DM.
Send for Information today.
MEET NEW FRIENDS
Write Veto.. P.O. Box 7055. Chao.
30—Female Help Wanted
MAIDS — N. Y. to $65 WS Tickets
/Int. JObs waiting. M. & M. Ale7w
210 Peat Ave., Westbury, N. Y.
Goaranteell N Y live -ii, Maid
obe 535 - g55 wk Fart shimmied.
Mallory Agency, Lynbrook. N.Y.
24—Business Opportunity
Pm. Porn. Hotel for Safe by widow
Baldwin, Idlewild, Mich. Mrs, Young,
257 W. 50, Cbgo.
32—Mali k Female Help
Wanted
SALESMEN
AND
SALESWOMEN
Wanted to sell mum advertising Inthe literal:411s market. We pay 25 per
cent and 30 per cent contract corn-
mlesion on the dollar.
The New Tri-State Defender
23$ 11. Wellington IR.
Memphis, Tensest.
112—Spiritual Advisors
PRAYER CAN
HELP YOU
I FIND OUT HOW MIRACLE or
PRAYER
11 ,.an work wonders tor you. gist. Ionia.
Bon 7752. Chicago M, HI. •
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Having been recently rear- hcmas, Laura R ober son.
quainted with Keats' immortal
"Ode To the West Wind," we
were again mov ed by his
prophecy ... "If Winter Comes,
can spring be far away?"
Early harbingers foretell the
advent of the "Queen of Sea-
sons" — the early robins, the
crocuses and daffodils, a brown
Earth each day taking on a
deeper tinge of green . . . all
this while the cold winds yet
blow.
Lest we forget — Milady is
the best oracle of approaching
seasons, and about our town
bright and gay chapeaux, and
gayly colored spring outfits are
the trade-marks of the coming
Easter observance and its over-
tures to donning new attire.
Last Saturday afternoon,
Mrs. Gladys Martin Greene
was an elegant and bountiful
hostess to her friends in the
Just-A-Mere Pridge Club and
many other friends at her love-
ly home on South Parkway
East. Receiving her guests in
a smart hostess outfit of black
tapered pants worn with a
white brocade tunic top with
black satin and sequins house-
.ihoes, she was a study of un-
derstated chic and elegancy
for which she has long been
noted.
Assisting Mrs. Greene in en-
'ertaining the scores of beauti-
'ully dressed guests were her
mother. Mrs. Ethel Douglass
and her close friend, Miss Ra-
nelle Eddins.
Cocktails began at 5 in the
len, with trays of delicious hot
Ind cold hors d'ouevre passed
hroughout the many rooms
where guests chatted through-
out the home.
Dinner was a gourmet's de-
ight — the refreshment table
riot of color and beauty in
'he artistic arrangement and
decorations of the buffet serv-
:ce.
Members of this convivial
;soup of bridge enthusiasts are
Mesdames Gladys Sharpe, Ed- :
lie Rideout, Elizabeth Plaxico,1
Viola Hayesbert, Ida Olive,
Callie Stevens, Dorris Sodden,'
Mary Collier, Inez Woods, Mar-
7aret Goodloe. and Myrtle
White.
Mrs. Greene's other guests I
were Mesdames Helen Hayes,
Augusta Cash. Katherine
Frances Hayes, Ldwinor
Ethel J. Perkins, Ann Simpson,
Alma Booth, Juanita Brinkley,
Addie Jones, Othella Shannon,
Nannilee Banks, Bernice Ab-
ron, Leola Gilliam, Harriette
Walker and your correspond-
ent.
Prizes were luxuries of the
Spring Season—several pairs of
beautiful white gloves and bot-
tles of Lanvin perfumes . . .
won by members Ida Olive,
Gladys Sharpe and Vi Hayes-
bert — and Ann Simpson, Au-
gusta Cash and Frances Hayes,
PHYLLIS WHEATLEY CLUB
Mrs. R. S. Lewis, Sr., was
the popular and charming
hostess of the Phyllis Wheatley
Club at her beautiful home at
585 Sou t h Dudley recently,
where Mrs. Harry Cash presid-
ed with her usual charm. Mrs.
R. L. Adams led the discussion
of plans for the club's enter-
tainment of the City Federa-
tion of Club in April-, and the
social committee will make all
arrangements for that meeting
when Phyllis Wheatley will be
the official hostess.
The motto of the organiza-
tion is always used to close the
meetings, and we believe it to
be an excellent one . . "Be
good, Do good, and You will
Be Happy!"
Special guests enjoying Mrs.
Lewis' hospitality were Mrs.
T. J. Johnson, Mrs. Jennie
Tarpley and Mrs. Georgia Sad-
ler. the latter a member of the
club.
Attending members also in-
cluded Mrs. M. H. Bell, Mrs.
0. B. Braithwaite, Mrs. E. C.
Craiggen, Mrs. E. L. Critten-
den. Mrs. W. W. Gibson, Mrs.
I. S. Greenlee, Mrs. P. M.
Jones. Mrs. C. S. Oglesby, Mrs.
Clarence Pope, Mrs. Hollis
Price, Mk. Alison Vance. Mrs.
A. W. Willis, Sr., and Mrs. C.
M. Roulhac.
POST VALENTINE
SKC CLUB was given the
royal treatment recently, when
Louise Davis was hostess, and
with a sister as capable in the
art of catering as Jana Davis
Porter, it was expected that
culinary art would be at an
all-time high. The Universal
Life Insurance Dining Room
was the setting for Louise's
dinner-bridge party . and
It is Income Tax
time again
Having Troubles?
AU kinds Income Tax forms expertly
filled out and guaranteed.
1. Individuals and Joints
2. Self-employed persons
3. Retired persons
4. Farmers
5. Small and medium size
businesses invited.
See or Call J. I. Taylor
Bus. Address 492 E. McLemore Ave.
Telephone 946-3540
HMS' Mon. thru Sat. Daily
Income taxes since 1949
savoring the blithe moments
were these closely knit friends
and several other of their pals
who were among those espe-
cially invited by Louise. Here
Augusta Cash, Attie Mae Rob-
erta, Ethelyn Ross, Althea Price
and Leola Gilliam, plus mem-
bers Charlesteen Miles. Gert
Walker, Marian Pride, Bernice
Williams, Mildred Crawford,
Minnie Woods, Julia Hopson,
Harriet Davis and Alma Booth.
BANQUET AND NIGHT AT
ated in the interest of mutual
friends interested in the free
enterprise system of our nation
who invest their funds in our
nation's businesses by buying
stocks and bonds), held their
annual dinner meeting at the
Continental Room of The Mu-
nicipal Airport, to hear the re-
port of their consultant, A. Ma-
ce° Walker. Dr. Jam ejs Byas's
wit is just right for the repartee
associated with a successful
report meeting of this nature,
and his humor was said to be
as sharp as a rapier that night.
H. A. Gilliam presided as
president . . . and enjoying
every moment of the festive
and happy occasion were Mrs.
Byas with Dr. Byes, Mr-s.' Om-
liam, Mrs.. Walker, Dr. and
Mrs. I. A. Watson, Jr., Dr. and
Mrs. Theron Northcross, Dr.
and Mrs. A. E. Horne, Mr. and
Mrs. Gerald Howell, Mr. and
Mrs. A. W. Willis, Jr., Dr. and ,
Mrs. W. 0. Speight, Jr., Dr. '
and Mrs. Vasco Smith, Mr. and
Mrs. Jesse H. Turner, Mr. and
Mrs. Floyd Campbell.
Leaving the dinner, the club
had reservations at The Fla-
mingo Room where they en-
joyed an excellent show.
SPORTSMEN CLUB DINNER
Each season The Tr -States
Sportsmen Club compliments
new members, wives and a
few special guests at a dinner
which features all the varieties
of game caught by members
during season, and Fuller Park
Clubhouse is always the scene
of this fine casual family en-
tertainment.
The exotic menu this year
featured moose contributed by
Bishop J. 0. Patterson, in ad-
dition to the quail, pheasant,
wild duck, coon, possum, rab-
bit, et al, cooked in wines and
herbs, served with wild rice,
herb rice, tossed vegetable sal-
ad . . . and other items guar-
anteed to make food connois-
seurs go into ecstatic raves.
Conversation pieces too were
the hors d'ouevre of rattle- .
snake spread, and snails. Did
someone say, "Pass the medi-
cine, please?" If so, the indi-
vidual could never qualify as a
sportsman or a cosmopolite!
Fifty-two members now com-
prise the well-known group of
men, banded together in the
love of the outdoors and hunt-
ing.
Albert L. Thompson, former
Memphian and well-know n
Federal Housing Authority ex-
pert was in town last week.
nd was the guest 'of his close
t mend. Dr. Frederick A. Rivers
:.nd Mrs. Rivers, and looked in
no the legion of other friends
n.cho delight to one of his nth-
, r infrequent visits to his form-
home, plus visiting with
-embers of his family. includ-
ng the Houston Stackers and
he William Roberts.
Know Your Negro History
In 1868, 120 black bodies
%t ere found in Bossier Parish.
La following a "nigger hunt "
Buy Your
1964
Cars Or
Used Cars
From Us
FINANC,ING TO SUIT
your POSE
HULL
DOBBS
NEW FORD
4,, , LARGEST
DEALERS
:HIRD I. GICIOSO
JA 6-8871
HOME OWNER
We can give you a money
$aving Package Policy
If your home is valued
at
$12,000 or more
You will be protected against the following
hazards on your house.
Furniture & Personal belongings, Fire and
Extended Coverage, Theft, Personal Liability
I. many other coverages.
Kyle Tapp & Company, Inc.
Real Estate & General Insurance
2916 Park Avenue FA 7-8416
Memphis, T•nn. 38114
5.
MO Freshman Wed To Fred Carr At St. Jude
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Carr, Jr.,
are at home at 910 E. McLe-
more after their recent mar-
riage in St. Jude Baptist
church with Rev. James White
IL
officiating.
The bride is the former Miss
Vera Willie Bowen, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Fred H. Bow-
en of 827 S. Parkway east.
MR. and MRS.
FRED CARR, Jr.
Music was played by Miss
Carolyn McCray at the organ.
Miss Shirley McCray was so-
loist. Both are cousins of the
bride.
4,
Safe as
shampooing...
your beautician
recommends it!
Given in marriage by her
father, the bride wore a gown
of satin and alencon lace with
a Spanish mantilla headpiece
and carried a bouquet of white
carnations.
BRIDESMAIDS
Miss Susie Freeman was
maid of honor. Bridesmaids in-
cluded Misses Martha C. Wat-
kins, Yvonne Porter Elmer
Kay and Lou Donald Stinson.
Best man was Ira Walton.
The groomsmen were Nocomas
Johnson, Benjamin Whitfield,
Percy Hughs and L. C. Bogard.
Little Miss Angelis Squalls
was flower girl. Serving as
the ringbearer was Roderick
C. Truitt, cousin of the bride
and son of Mr. and Mrs.
Ulysses Truitt, Jr., who direct-
ed the wedding.
Seen receiving at the recep-
tion which followed immedi-
ately in the church's dining
room with the bride's parents
was the groom's mother, Mrs.
Fred Carr, Sr.
THE GUESTS
Guests congratulating the
happy couple were Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Carr, Sr., Mrs.
Laura Harper, Mrs. Mable
White, Mrs. Mable Purnell,
Mrs. Alzada Clark, Mrs. Golar
Monger and son, Selwin, Mrs.
James Jones and Keif, Mrs.
Lillian Anderson, Mrs. Alfonso
Westbrook, Miss Shirley West-
brook, Miss Pearl Hines and
Mrs. Thrift Green.
Also Mrs. Harold Winfrey
and son, Mrs. Irene Truitt, Mr.
and Mrs. Martin Jones, Mr.
and Mrs. Walter Gibson, Sr.,
ofst i
PERMANENT
,and daughter. Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Gibson, Jr., Mrs. Alma
Jefferies, Miss Helen Jones,
Mrs. Char/es Isabel, Miss
Gertrude Mat loc k, M
'James Johnson, Miss Hel
Foley, Mr. and Mrs. Geor
W. Mitchell, Miss Elizabeth
Carr, Mr. and Mrs. William
McCray, Mrs. Norma Squalls
and Mrs. and Mrs. H. Rich-
burg.
MORE GUESTS
And Mrs. Odic Johnson,
Mrs. Thelma Hayes, Mrs. B.
Jones, Mrs. Ralph Bailey,
Leonard Anderson, Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Bowen and
family: Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie
Thomas, Frank Carr, Miss
Alma Jones, Nobbie Carr, Mrs.
Mary Bowel, Mr. and Mrs..
Amos Fleming, Mrs. J. Tin-
seley, Mrs. Mary Brooks, Mrs. .
M. Kirtland, R. Herdest Wright,
B. T. Middleton, J. R. Edwards, • -
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Clark,
Mrs. Mary Baltimore, MAK
Katie Henderson, Miss Elaindar
McCollins, Mr. and Mrs. Elton
Higgins and others.
The bride plans to continue
her studies at Memphis State
university where she is a
freshman. The groom plans to
reenter Tennessee A & I State
university where he is a jun-
ior.
Gospel Temple
Men's Day Set
The pastor of Cummings
Street Baptist church, Rev.
Eugene Waller, has been
selected to deliver the main
address when Men's Day at
Gospel Temple Baptist Church,
1080 N. Manassas St., March
22.
C1411.1 revert in rain or heat
cool from start to finish
aciuizuhiv conditions hair
makes hair manageable
now styling's a breeze
for all types of hair
HAIR RELAXER
A QUALITY PRODUCT OF THE EPIC PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTS COMPANY
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CONTESTANT FETED
The beautiful ultra - modern
home of Mrs. Ernestine Ramey,
Delta soror, was the setting
for a luncheon honoring the
participants in the "M i as
Bronze West Tennessee Pa-
geant." Sixteen attractive and
talented young Misses, all high
school senior honor students
from the West Tennessee area,
gathered at 2:30 P.M. to enjoy
the hospitality of Delta gradu-
at i sorors who are sponsors of
i annual affair. They wereg ted by the present reign-
ing "Miss Bronze West Ten-
nessee" who is Miss Dolores
Vaulx. Miss Vaulx is presently
attending Lane on a year's
scholarship as a result of her
talent presentation.
Present were Misses Helen
Horton, "Miss Vincent High"
of Henderson, Tenn.; Carolyn
Fly, Stigall High school, Hum-
boldt; Alma Roberts, MeNairy
High, Selmer; Edna Carolyn
Poe, East High school, Jack-
son; Bobbie Anderson, Bolivar
Industrial, Bolivar; Evelyn Mc-
Alister, "Miss West High,"
Denmark; Ray Forrest Nor-
ment, Bolivar Industrial; Mar-
tha Shaw, Beverly Graham,
Patricia Jones, Joyce Johnson,
Lorraine K. Bell, and Katie
Joyce Merry, all of Merry
Iiii, Jackson; Flora Ann
I' 1, West High, Denmark;
a Brenda Kay Monroe,
Jackson High school, Jackson.
Also participating but unable
to be present are: Misses: Eula
Sherron, Stigall, Humboldt;
and Vivian Smith and Melba
McCullough of Lexington,
Tenn.
The pageant will be staged
at Merry High school on
Thursday. March 19. Tickets
are on sale now.
IN MEMPHIS
Off to Memphis Friday night
past were Mesdames Bertha
Collins, Rosetta MeLissack,
Harris Houston, of Jackson
and Mrs. Mildred Hay of
Brownsville to enjoy the an-
nual "Sweetheart" dance of
the Les Elites at Curries Sup-
per Club. They say they had
a just too wonderful time.
Accompanying Miss Norma
Jean Garrett back to Jackson
after she spent the weekend
at home in Tuscumbia, Ala.,
were her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Garrett, her brother and
sister. After a few hours in
the Hub City, they departed
for home.
ALPHA PHI ALPHA
CELEBRATES
Members of the Jackson
chapters of Alpha Phi Alpha
fraternity joined hands Sun-
day, Feb. 16, in observing
heir Founder's Day on the
campus of Lane college. Speak-
er for the occasion was one
who had worked intensely
with them for so long, Bishop
P. R. Shy, who was known so
effectionally as Dean Shy dur-
ing his tenure on the campus.
He was accompanied from At- '
tante by his wife whom every-
one was happy to see as she
graced the special section re-
served for Alpha wives and
sweethearts. A reception fol-
lowed.
SHAW HONORED
The great Willie Shaw, who
has brought fame to Jackson
as Nation's top scorer in the
small colleges of the NAIA,
was honored twice recently.
An Alpha man, he was pre-
sented a trophy by his broth-
ers during their Founder's
Day celebration. During the
kist home game, his high school
alma meter (Merry) presented
him a gift certificate. The pre-
sentation was made on behalf
of the school by Principal T.
R. White.
At this writing the Lane
Dragons are away participat-
ing in the SIAC Basketball
Tournament in Tuskegee, Ala.
If luck from the Lane College
family and Jackson have any
weight, I ant sure the results
will be rewarding.
On the campus, by the way,
the annual S.P. Ball was on
Friday, Feb. 19, sponsored by
Beta Chi chapter of Delta Sig-
ma Theata Sorority. A beauti-
ful sight to behold were those
lovely floor length red dresses
worn by sorors and the event
of the evening that everyone
was waiting for "Mr. S. P."
took the gym by storm. Re-
ceiving this honor by popular
vote from the female sex was
Markum Stansbury, an ad-
vance sophomore front Mem-
phis, Tenn
BROTHERHOOD WEEK
Brotherhood Week was ob-
served at Merry High school
last week with the Student
Council sponsoring the pro-
gram. The theme of the pro-
MEMBERS AND PRIZE WINNERS
Members and prise winners paused In their entertainment ions enough to
be photographed. They are, left-right: Johnny R. Arnold, Mrs. Oscar Simp-
son, Ben G. Olive, Mrs. S. H. Johnson, Jr., John Gammon, H. W. Wallace.
Minister Speaks To
Psychology Students MI Alumni Club
LeMoyne College students Adds Five Morestudying eduoational psychol-
ogy were addressed last week
by the Rev. T. C. Lightfoot, To The Rosterminister of Mt. Olive CM E
Church. He developed the sub-
ject: "In Your Search for
Knowledge Don't Get Your
Values Mixed."
gram was "Brotherhood Must
Begin With Me, Nat Hindered
by Race, Color, or Creed."
Guests appearing on the pro-
gram were Westley McClure,
Student Government prexy at
Lane College and Larry Pay,
Student Government prexy at
Lambuth College. Mrs. M. B.
Davis is advisor to the coun-
cil.
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 WM III
your first Shampoo
O 
relaxer
and set
all for about
Y
Icing this coupon to onyJ beauty shop listed below. Get your first
Sofstyle for about 110, and receive a free sample of Sofstyle Hair Dressing.
NAME 
uzs
ADORE 
MEMPHIS
Mrs. Peola Jackson
ROSE BEAUTY SALON
1576 Aley Road 948-9320
Mrs. Rose Taylor
ROSE BEAUTY SALON
1576 Alcy Road 948-9320
Mrs. Sarah Jones
SARAH BEAUTY SHOP
1523 S. Lauderdale St WH 2-3589
Christine Gray
ROSE'S BEAUTY SALON
1576 Alcy Rd. 948-9320
Bertha Martin
BERTHA'S BEAUTY NOOK
347 Hernando St. 525-9497
Mrs, Rose W. Goodman
VERLEY'S BEAUTY SALON
1017 Miss. Blvd. WH 8-6526
31 Loyce M. Smith
LOYCE'S
993 Ford Place
Lucille Gaines
LUCILLE'S BEAUTY SHOP
709 Harry Ave. WH 8-5174
Mrs. Julia Young
JULIA & GOODMAN
1291 Vollintine St. BR
Ethel Lee Gaddy
GADDY'S BEAUTY
932 McLemore
Mrs. Marie Hill
ANNEGELES BEAUTY SALON
916 Mississippi Blvd. 948-0513
Mrs. Cloveice Exum
CLOVEICE'S
1552 Livewell
Mrs. Dorothy Cain
ANNEGELES BEAUTY SAION
916 Miss. Blvd. WH 8-0513
Mrs. Robert Ella Thomas
THOMAS' BEAUTY SHOP
221/Griggs 72-3335
Martha Ann Walker
GADDY'S BEAUTY SHOP
932 East McLemore 946-9266
Mrs. Jessie M. Jones
GADDY'S BEAUTY SHOP
932 E. McLemore WH 6-9266
Mrs. Greta Castle White
MOSBY'S BEAUTY SHOPPE
230 N. Decatur St. 525-56039
Mrs. Martha Gibbs
GIBBS HOUSE OF BEAUTY
663 Gilleas Rd. 397-9309
Mrs. Mary Edwards
EDWARDS BEAUTY SHOP
8122 Ellis Rd. 386-9692
Mrs. Laura B. Jones
FRIENDLY BEAUTY
1236 Florida St. WH 6-9232
e W. Matthews
J PHINE BEAUTY SHOP
1138 College 942-1366
Willia Mae Handy
FRIENDLY BEAUTY SHOP
1236 Florida St. WII 6-9232
Miss Mary L. Gilmore
2-9526
946-9266
272-2189
I FAY'S BEAUTY SHOP
307 Tillman St. FA 3-0063
Katherine Matlock
KATHERYN'S BEAUTY SWOP
130 So. Parkway, West 946-5051
Mary Pearson
PEARSON'S BEAUTY SHOP
985 Mississippi Ave. 527-0608
Mae Anna Jackson
MAE S BEAUTY SHOP
660 Nonconnah Rd, 397-0998
Mrs. Lee Ester MeClore
LEE ESTER'S BEAUTY SHOP
1986 Hubert Ave. 272-2998
Mrs. Marcell Jones
THELMA'S BEAUTY SALON
720 Dallas 327-9155
MEMPHIS
Mrs. Delores T. Milan
KLONDYKES HANDY SPOT
1342 Vollintine Ave. 276-1449
946-1865
Mrs. Lovie Mae Griffin
KLONDYKE HANDY SPOT
1342 Vollintine 276-j449
Marguerite B. Shipp
ROSE BEAUTY SALON
1576 Alcy Rd. 948-9320
Mrs. Minnie Lee Webster
MINNIE'S BEAUTY SHOP
266 Tillman St. 327-2653
Ina Dodd Hayes
HAYES BEAUTY SHOP
1137 Hollywood
Mrs. Louberta Farrow
FARROW BEAUTY SALON
2503 Park Avenue GL 2-5329
Mrs. Clara Radsoe
CLARA'S BEAUTY SHOP
1014 N. Manassas JA 5-5326
Mrs. Leola W. Leverson
PEACOCK'S BEAUTY SALON
1225 Miss. Blvd. 946-8739
Lillie E. Little
TWILIGHT BEAUTY SALON
520 Linden- Ave. 526-0636
Mrs. Laura Jones
LAURA'S BEAUTY SHOPP
318 Vance Ave. 526-9236
Mrs. Lucille Sanders
GOLD MEDAL BEAUTY SHOP
1298 N. Bellevue 525-5292
Mrs. Clara T. Parks
MAR-KATZ'S BEAUTY SALON
1187 So. Wellington 946-8945
Mrs. Susie Waltar
SUSIE BEAUTY SHOPPE
196 Hernando St. FA 4-9006
Mrs. Frances Wafford
LA FASHIONAIRE BEAUTY
SALON 556 Carpenter St.
Mrs. Sarah Miller
CHELSEA DELUXE BEAUTY
SALON 2973 Chelsea Ave.
Gracie Lee Brown
PERRY'S BEAUTY SIIOP
452 Walker Avenue 525-9683
Mrs. Hatties L. Sykes
IMPERIAL 'BEAUTY SHOP
1609 Cooper
errs sTars 
N
276.5372 BET'S BEAUTY
Mrs. Azzie L. Dilihunt
LEE'S BEAUTY SHOPPE
1507 So, Montgomery 946-3678
Mrs. Grace Thomas
GRACE'S BEAUTY SHOP
1488 Pillow St. 946-5388
Allure G. Lee
ALLURA'S BEAUTY SCHOOL
237 Vance 526-9354
Mrs. Lorene Jones
LORENE'S BEAUTY SHOP
1666 Riverside Blvd. 946-5866
Mrs. Callie Terrell
TERRELL'S BEAUTY SHOP
556 S. Parkway, E. 942-3621
Mrs. M. E. McCaster
MODEL'S BEAUTY SHOPPE
926 Florida St. WH 2-4028
Grace Grafenreed
GRACE'S BEAUTY SHOP
1470 Sydney St. 458-2925
Mrs. Clara Seaborn
Orrellia's House of Beauty
329 Vance JA 5-7168
Mrs. Mildred Nelson
LESSYE'S BEAUTY SALON
2004 Frisco 942-4551
MEMPIIIS
Mrs. Judy Wicks
LESSYKS BEAUTY STLON
2004 Frisco Ave. 942-4551
Mrs. Evangelie 0. Spearman
SPEARMAN'S BEAUTY SHOP
172 Silverage Ave, 448-2146
Mrs. Cleotha Roberson
Julia & Goodman Beauty Shop
1291 Valentine 272-9524
Miss Ruby Lee Henderson
THOMAS BEAUTY SHOP
2120 Griggs Ave. 272-3335
Mrs. Massie Marion
FARROW'S BEAUTY SHOP
2505 Park Ave. GL 2-5329
Elija Todd
GADDY'S BEAUTY SHOP
6932 McLemore 946-9266
Mrs. Charlene Gould
CHARMEL'S BEAUTY SALON
324 Hernando JA 7-3056
Mrs. Ann Terrell
ANN'S BEAUTY SHOP
1287 Decatur St. 525-4243
Cherry Greenlee
Howard's Barber & Beauty
348 Beale
Jesse W. Sturghill
WALKER HOMES B. SHOP
3287 Ford Rd. 397-9589
Mrs, Myrtle M. White
Booker T. Washington H. S.
715 S. Lauderdale
Miss Barbara J. Johnson
FIELDS BEAUTY SHOP
1133 Hollywood
CLARKSVILLE, TENNESSEE
Mrs. Maruetta Ilaynes
1212 Vine St.
SIIOP
647-2022
Doris Ann Osborne
CLARK'S BEAUTY SCHOOL
722 Marion St. 647-4555
Mrs Delia M. Osburn
HOUSE OF GLAMOR
918 Franklet St. 615-9964
Mrs. Birdie Mae Bussell
MARTHA'S BEAUTY SHOP
1117 Hyman St. 647-4749
Mrs. Martha Hughes
MARTHA'S BEAUTY SALON
1117 Hyman St. 647-4749
BOLIVAR, TENNESSEE
Mrs. Odessa Forbes
ODESSA'S BEAUTY SHOP
410 S. Madison St. 658-3461
Elsie M. Lake
ODESSA BEAUTY SHOP
410 S. Madison , 658-3461
Mrs, Inez Newson
ODESSA BEAUTY SHOP
410 S. Madison 658-3461
Mrs. Gertrude Harris
UNITED BEAUTY SHOP
318 East Market St. 658-3561
WEST MEMPHIS, ARKANSAS
Mable Ratcliff
MABLE'S BEAUTY SHOP
2316 Autumn Avenue RE 51759
Mrs.. Roberta Jackson
ROBERTA'S BEAUTY SHOP
632 So. 17th St. RE. 5-3169
OSCEOLA, ARKANSAS
Evelyn Lee
LEE'S BEAUTY BAR
212 Alfalfa LO 3-2092
Maude Lewis
Maude Lewis Beauty Shop
105 Watson St. LO 3-2076
WILITEVILLE, TENNESSEE
Mrs. Mirenda Marable
SHELTON BEAUTY SHOP
272 Oak St. 3451
Mrs. Elizabeth Beard
SHELTON'S BEAUTY SHOP
272 Oak Street 3451
LITTLE ROCK, ARKANSAS
Mrs. Mildred Grandison
LA GIRLS BEAUTY LOUNGE
521 W. 9th St. FR 2-8946
/Wean Jones
ALLEAN'S BEAUTY CENTER
1520 High St. FR 2-9130
WINONA, MISSISSIPPI
Woodsie Mae Hill
WOODSIE'S BEAUTY SHOP
126 So. Quitman St. 694
PINE BLUFF, ARKANSAS
Mrs, Marie Conley
MARIE'S BEAUTY SHOP
2714 W. 12th Ave. JE 5-3780
DYERSBURG, TENNESSEE ,
Vernertlean Thompson
THOMPSON'S BEAUTY SHOP
226 Connell Ave. 285-791?
Five new members were
added to the roster of the
Memphis chapter of the Mis-
sissippi Industrial College
Alumni Club when the group
held its February meeting in
the home of Mr. and Mrs. T. C.
Laney of 1189 Azalia it,
They were Mrs. Mary Con-
ner. Mr. and Mrs. Stermon
Collins, Mrs. Ludie Jones and
Mrs. Ardellia M. McGowan.
The club's first meeting of
the year was held in the home
of Mrs. Erman Jones of 1114
S. Wellington with Mrs. Dura
Jones as co-hostess.
Joe Gentry was elected
president of the club and re-
quired John L. Hill, who was
retired from the post because
of 'Illness:
This year marks the twen-
ty-seventh anniversary of the
Memphis chapter, which was
organized in 1937 at the home
of Mrs. Rosa Brown Wright of
597 Mississippi blvd. with the
late J. H. Ford as president.
Among the chapter's recent
projects were a full - tuition
scholarship to Miss Virgie Les-
ter and $100 to the MI College
building fund.
LeMoyne Alumni Will
Hold Monthly Meeting
Memphis alumni of LeMoyne
will hold their regular month-
ly meeting this Sunday, March
1, at 5 p.m. in the Alumni
Room of the Hollis F. Price
Library on the campus. Mem-
bers will hear plans for the
March 21 presentation of the
Lincoln U. Stagecrafters in
'The Ugly American."
CUPER
QLVENTITY
EA SUPER 16 as. BOTTLE
SERVES a
EDOUBLE
COLA
Dr. II. H. Johnson, Sr., W. R. Parker, and lir. Stanley Isla president of the
club. tPhotos by Ernest Withers:
RECEIVING PRIZES FOR SPORTS
Receiving prizes for sports' accomplishments during 1963
are: Left-right: Mrs. Stanley Ish, Darold Whalum, Dr.
A. E. Horne, Atty. C. 0. Horton, Dr. II. II, Johnson, Mrs.
II. H. Johnson and Mrs. Lawrence A. Westley.
Sportsman Club Awards Prizes
At Fourth Annual Game Dinner
The fourth annual Game-
And-Award dinner of the Tri-
State Sportsman club was held
at Fuller Park Golf clubhouse
last Friday night. The four
"Soortsman of the Year"
plaques were presented to Dr.
G. W. S. Ish, Jr., Horace Wal-
lace, William Boyd Parker and
John Gammon.
Seven members received
awards for their participation
in the Christmas Bowling
Party. First man's prize went
to Dr. Arthur Flowers, sec-
ond prize, Harold Whalum.
First woman's prize winner
was Mrs. Katharine Johnson,
second, Mrs. Lawrence West-
ley. First girl's prize, Etta Sue
Ish. First boy's prize, Halvern
Johnson, Jr., First guest prize,
Dyke Moses, Jr., of Cheyney,
Pa.
Most of the game for the
dinner was bagged by club
members. Preceding the clos-
ed dinner for members and
wives, cocktails were served.
Two new members were in-
ducted into the club. They
were Whittier A. Sengstacke,
Sr., general manager of the
Tri State Defender; an d
Johnny R. Arnold, manager of
the Arnold & Association.
The club was organized
nearly five years ago. Dr. Hal-
vem H. Johnson, Sr., was pro-
gram chairman for the cele-
bration.
Among members and their
wives attending were: H. W.
Wallace, Taylor Hayes, Dr. G.
W. Ish, Jr., Oscar L. Simpson,
John Gammon, J. P. Shannon,
Dr. I. A. Watson, Jr., Dr.
,Halven1 H. Johnson, Sr., Rob-
ert Wright, Robert Mebane,
Robert Lewis, Atty. A, W. Wil-
lis, S. H. Johnson, Harold
Whalum, Ben G. Olive, Dr.
Vasco Smith, Atty. C. 0. Hor-
ton, Dr. A. E. Home, Law-
rence A. Westley, Dr. T. W.
Northcross, Atty. H. T. Lock-
hard, Johnny Arnold, Ernest
Payne, Whittier A. Sengstacke,
Sr., Dr. Fred Rivers, Atty. A.
A. Letting and W. B Parker.
Jack And Jill
Attends Front
Street Theatre
The Twix-Teen Group of •
Jack and Jill, Inc., had a
crowded schedule last week-
end. First the group met at .
the home of Cassandra Mc-
Neely for an -affair. Members
present were Carol Ann Earls,
president; Phillip Earls, vice '
president; Lynn Jones, secre-
Real Estate Jobs tary; Janet Horne, assistant
With U. S. Gov.
Starts At $1,030
The U.S. Civil Service Com-
mission is announcing exami-
nations for technical positions
in the Federal Housing Admin-
istration offices in Mississippi
and Tennessee.
These positions are ''Ap-
praiser of residential real
property," "Construction Ana-
lyst" and "Construction Rep-
resentative" which deal with
residential construction, and
"Loan Specialist" which has
to do with credit review. All
have a starting salary of
$7,030 per year, and all re-
quire at least five years of
experience, or education, which
must have included two years
of specialized experience in
the particular technical field.
Full information on these
examinations is available at
Federal Housing Administra-
tion offices in Mississippi and
Tennessee, at Post Offices, or
from the Board of U.S. Civil
Service Examiners, Federal
Housing Administration, Room
447, Federal office building,
Memphis.
secretary; Loyce Lyman, busi-
ness manager; Paula Pinkston,
treasurer; Cassandra McNeely,
chaplain, Frank Briscoe, Nana-
lice Saville, Etta S. 1sh, Wend—
dolyn Corley, Debra Harris,
Earnie Huuston, Rochelle
Neely, Brain Braswell, Jesse
Turner, Jr., Ray Turner.
Guests included were Cyn-
thia Gray, Vick Knight, De-
borah Northcross, Willie Mae
Tresley, Patricia Ann Clark,
Mitehellease Anderson, Ohar-
maine Bowden, Tomeatha Ma-
love, Jewel Adams, Rosalyn
Willis, Yvonne and Steve Mid-
dlebrook, Janet Rankin, Shelia
Bell, Helen Houston, and
Chew Shannon.
On Saturday afternoon a
majority of the members at-
tended the stage presentation
of "The Emperor's New
Clothes" at the Front Street
theatre.
Club To Present
Juvenile Judge
During Drive
---- 
Juvenile Judge Kenneth
Turner will be the featured
speaker for the loyal Educe--;
lion club's annual Educational ,
Drive for scholarship funds:
when the organization gives:
a program in Bruce Hall at,
LeMoyne college on Sunday,
March 1.
Other participants will be
,Cornell Wells, master of cere-
mony; Rev. 0. Breckenbridge,•
,1 who will give the devotion,.
and Mrs. Maggie Kelley, who.
will introduce members and,
, honorees.
Mrs. Saint Ivory Jeans will:
introduce Wells, and 0. Z.:
,Evers will present the guest.
speaker.
Music will be furnished by.
the Shadowlawn Choral group
and Miss N. Wadley as solo-
ist. George Dowdy will give'
the history of the club and.
Mrs. Verneda Holmes will ex-
tend the welcome. Mrs. Marie*
Brown will express gratitude.
Mrs. Anna Woods is presi-
dent of the club which raises
money for scholarships and
seeks to help children to no'
main in school.
- 4
Repairs Home,
Build New Homes
Quality-Service-Satisfaction
FREE ESTIMATES
NO DOWN PAYMENT - E-Z TERMS
3 to 10 years to pay
'Rooms Built
Plumbing & Wiring
Gas Piping
Decorating & Painting
*Water Heaters
Floor Bracing
Attic & Walls Insulated
Aluminum Awning
WE DO
Licensed
3621 Barron Road
458-6120
4,TELL IT TO THE WORLD
MEMPHIS
REMODELING
CO.
*Aluminum Window Screen
Roofing & Siding
Yard Fences-Wire
Concrete Porches
Ornamental Iron Garages
General Repairs
Door & Windows Weatherstripped
THE JOB
E3onded
Memphis, Tenn.
Day or Hite
Know Your Negro History
In the spring of 1943, a
Mayor's Committee on Race.
Relations was appointed in
Chicago which helped prevent:
a race riot during the ensuing.
summer similar to one witich
had just taken place in Helen,
t
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WHAT
MODEL
151r?
LET'S GET A PRETTY
YELLOW ONE, TO
MATCH THE WALL-
PAPER!
C'BU
rye SEARCHED,
T HAVEN'T FOUND
ANOTHER MAN!
BSiDES I HAS sTOPPED
WoRRYIN'.„ I THINK sHE-
IS JUG' IRVIN' To UPSET
SI-1E WILL COME
CRAWLIN' BACK WHEN
SHE GiTS TIRED
WANDERIN' AROLIN'
-
(oKAy -THE.N Jus-r
HAvE TWO EGGS 3UNNY
5 on UO, AND BUTTERED
TOAST WITH LOTS
O'JAkt! OH, NOT\
THAT 5 TOO
FATTENING!
194e! I HAveNT
HAD A RAISE IN
TWO WHOLE YEARS!
HOW
A5our
A
TRADE?
DON'T-YOU THINK A
BRIGHT RED WOULD
BE BETTER ?
91p
TLL WAIT TILL
DARK AND Toss
MYSELF INTO
THE SEA:
ITS ALMOST
DARK ENOUGH!
WHEN THE SKY AND
SEA ARE INKY BLACK I'LL
FLING MYSELF INTO THE.
FRIENDLY WAVES AND
THEN „„ GooDBYE
CRUEL WORLD AND
NASTY POPEYE!
ICTKAY./ How MI.104 Wiu. YOU
ALLOW me OW mY 0.0 A
ANCE IP I TURN IT IN ON A
NEW
SOUNDS
LIKE A
CASH
DEAL!
I MEAN IT WOULD
MATCH YOUR rAT)-IER'S
FACE WHEN YOU
TALK TOO LONG
SNIFF!
2-22
GOOD
CHOICE!
BRICK BRADFORD
YOU DiONT 914‘FIK
-Nese. PEOPLE 16./0m-P
10,6 50 JARE AS TO
u5E wHEEL.1, PIP
you;
rHE C154.;0 Ki
C.SCO, IT WAS SMART OP
TO GET THOSE Ex-o..."-_Aw5
TO SEARCH FOR JOAN E
•
PANCHO CAN'T GET OVER IT
- HOW sat•loa pocraft sy
IS ABLE TO REFORM SO
MANY CROOKERS!
HENRY
FOLLOW ME-
YOUR- SPACE
EOulF.MENT
v‘, ILL 5E BROUGHT
LATER. !
uni
THIS Hi! QUITE
A SU&WAY
.5,TATION,
seic.K.!
A rE-R A 5,,ORr TAW, T,stg cAR
570P5 Ar 7)45 ROYAL MUGS
CZ. PA AIOCA
WELL, (TS LIKE I TOLD
XDJ! pin- A LITTLE 64NCIAGE
ON SOME CROOKS ANC,
THEY TURN HONEST!
c„ARDET, OR KSYS TO 'M14E1
I DON'T SEE ANY RED
KINGDOM, Sur THEY ARE
LAYING THE HOSPITALITY
ON THICK!
TAJO Y 5770, Our 70 Of cvaismo ay
WE'VE 6r.EN
1RICKI50 AGAIN,
SEICK! SHE'S A
PRISONER!
OF COURSE, HE'S TAKING A BG CHANCE /
EVERY TIME HE ppm 6 vmml GUNmEN!
mAyBE SOME OF THOSE HOMBRES Jusr
PLAN AgmotE HIS COURAGE!
THATS RIGHT, Oc,C.IME AN 04UCK
PECiPEO To HANG UP OUR GUNS!
WE WANT TO SE ON THE sAmE
SIDE OF THE LAW AS )0U!
WHATEVER IT IS, THOSE PEOPLES
COULD NOT NAVE CHOCEP-0 A
BETTER NAME FOR THEIR
TOWN, HEY?
2
n' • '" '').
-
..t.
4tik
Or
sr
11.1.-). L
4
o
r
.
e-
aor
!e---.7
222
.....,-
. ._...
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Big Ben Bolt
WORK MY
FINGERS TO THE
!'ONE FOR WHAT?
JUST TO RAISE A
CRIMINAL LIKE
YOU?
ti
7DVIN
ULLA
*Pt(
ne. mE1114
Felix The Cat
WHAT TRoubLE YOU
GET Kro? AND
DON'T LIE TO
YOuR FATHER !
NO SUPPER FOR
YOtJ, WISE GUY!ANDI
DON'T COME OUT
UNTIL I SAY YOU
CAN COME OUT!
SOT I FOUND FOR THE
GAME MGT4Y T COULD
60 TOA PSYCHOL66IGT...
JOEY PR.:X..4E4.Y CAUGNT IT G000 FOR
GETTING HOME LATE. NExT11ME I'LL
WYE TO REMIND HIM TO GET STARTED
BAcK BEFORE SIX.
'AND HE TOW MG THAT
UNIDO? TI-115 FAT I'M
AG &WAG
ANYON6
\ETTA KETT
DAD/ —CAM WE
HAVE A Lin-LE
DAUGHTER,'
FATHEQ TALK?
GEE, MOMS.' DON'T
YOU AoopE THESE
NEW COLORED
PHONES  
POP EYE
DONALD DUCK
....)
=OR 13,ZEA,..FAST IN 15no,
l'',...t._ HAVE EC',G5 SHIRRED
IN BUTTER ANC) SALJACE!
HMAA.-SOLND6
WFLL.121CH FOR
YOUR 1(1ZICKV
6TOMACH!
SECRET AGENT X9
Felix The Cat
IT ccaD HAVE DROPPED
ouroF BOSONS POOST.
VINGN HIS MURDERER
DRAGGF-D NIM THROWN
HERE!
lrateli le
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MilliMail= By BILL LITTLEMUMMIMI
TOURNAMENT FEVER
"The leap year month of
February will act as a spring-
board into the yearly basket-
ball round-up which culmi-
nates with cage madness,
building up to hysterical pro-
portions from Cut and Shoot,
Texas, to New York's Madison
Square Garden.
Impressive season records
are prerequisites for many of
tkaikpost season tourneys —
blipMat is done from Decem-
ber until now gives no quintet
any guarantee of security
when a favorite attacks a lea- Pion.
sec known aggregation. UCLANS, MICHIGAN
It's the exception rather
than the rule for the under-
dogs to dominate the tourneys
in wholesale fashion. How-
ever, many teams look to the
tournaments as their second
chance at adding some honors
that have otherwise eluded
them after the completion of
mediocre seasons.
Although what happens in
Sweetwater, Texas, is of great
importance to the citizenry of
that hamlet, nationwide atten-
tion is focused on the collegi-
ate National Invitation Tour-
ney held in New York City
and Kansas City's Municipal
Auditorium, the site for this
season's NCAA finals. Both
tournaments are prestige
events which feature the
cream of the major college
crop. Because the regular sea-
son conference champs are
committed to the NCAA event,
that tournament's winner is
recognized as national cham-
FAVORITES
Number one and two ranked
UCLA and Michigan are ex-
pected to battle it out in the
finals at Kansas City the latter
part of March.
The road to Kansas City will
not be without obstacles for
the Bruins led by classy Walt
Hazzard, the Western Coast
Conference leaders' version of
Villanova's Wally Jones and
4: SALE S kT.E SALE SALE SALE rn
LOOK! LOOK!
50 Gols. FREE 50 Gals.
of GAS of GAS
With Purchase of Cars Listed Below
1959 CHEY. IMP. 2 Dr., H.T., R.H., AT., Big Engine
1 195 5100 DOWN,24 NOTES
1961 Starliner FORD 2 Dr.. H.T.
STraightstick, R.N., W.S.W.
545 $750 DOWN,30 MONTHS
1958 FORD Skyliner, R.H., AT., P.S.
895 $75.00 DOWN,18 MONTHSTO PAY
@URIEN
;121 RAMBLER,
21S4-2316 Poplar GI, 8-8520
Mid-South's Largesf Used Car Mart -CR
SALE SALE SALE SALE SALE SALE
the Cazgie Russell-sparked
Wolverines. Both must survive
the regionals, UCLA at Cor-
vallis, Oregon, and Michigan
in the Mid-West regionals pro-
viding the Wolverines can
stave off a late rush for the
Big Ten title by Ohio State.
Also in the Mid-West run-
off are the defending NCAA
Champions, Chicago's Loyola
Ramblers. Loyola's victims
last year at Louisville didn't
make it this season.
Cincinnati won two of the
last three tourneys and seemed
headed for the Bearrat's third
in a row before Vic Rouse tip-
ped in the winning basket at
the buzzer.
LAST TRIPLE WINNER
The last college team to put
three national cage titles
back-to-back was Tennessee
A&I State in the NAIA 32
team week-long tourney in
1957-58-59.*
The A&I Tigers have had
another successful season,
winning more than 20 games
for Harold Hunter. However,
the yardstick for measuring
'i3U's cage prowess in the past
have been one of considerable
issue.
With emphasis placed on
gaining a major college sched-
ule, The Tigers had their
worst record in history in the
diminishing Midwest Con-
ference. Kentucky State and
Central State proved to be a
pair of tough customers. While
KSC, tutored by former A&I
mentor Johnny McLendon,
won from Tennessee by more
decisive margins it was the
Marauders of Central State
who had the best record. The
Ohio five also defeated Xavier
WORLD'S FASTEST
Tennessee state university's fleet Tiger-
belle foursome are shown displaying their
Mason-Dixon Game's gold medals which
they won by turning in • world's record
time for the 440 relay. From left are Misses
Vivian Brown, Wyomla Tyue. Lorraine
Bonn and Edith McGuire who ran In a
FOURSOME
blistering 47.5 for the quarter-mile relay
to shatter the 48.3 world mark set by three
of thee in 1963. The world's 70-yard dash
record holder, Miss Tyus, a freshman. re-
placed Miss Flossie WIkher to make up
the record
-blasting foursome.
(Clanton III Foto)
and Wittenberg, two tough
home state schools.
Xavier plays Memphis State
tonight (Wednesday) in Me-
morial Fieldhouse. While sit-
ting in the press section at
the MSU-Loyola, Illinois con-
test I asked the Dayton scout
about Central State. Central is
LOOKING FOR A
BETTER JOB
A LIFETIME OF
INCOME-OPPORTUNITY --SECURITY
Boys-Girls-18 to 50--Men-Women
Crammar School SuffIrirnf for 1,4a,, .T ,b;
THIS IS YOUR OPPORTUNITY
Prepare Now for
CIVIL SERVICE POSITIONS
Its Your Area
THOUSANDS of CITY—STATE--FEDERAL JOBS OPEN
• Shut As High As $4,490.00 First Year
'Automatic Pay Raises *No Strikes
*Paid Sick Leave No Layoffs
*Paid Vacations *Meet New Friends
*All Holidays with Pay *Liberal Pensions
Keep Your Present Job While Training
If you are a U. S. Citisen—Interested in your future, receive
full information on How to Get a Government Job.List of
Civil. Service Positions and Salaries, for which we Can train
you. Mail Coupon below tos
KEY TRAINING SERVICE • 22'7 Union Ave,
Tenn.
Name._ — Age Sex 
Street or Route Home Phone 
City —  County 'State 
Present Occupation  Time usually at home ___
BY PUBLIC DEMAND
LARRY LEWIS EXTENDS HIS
CHECK THRU FEBRUARY 29,1964
HERE IT IS!
Proof, . .your best deal is at Herff ! Tear this out! Bring it to us i
THIS CHECK IS ACTUALLY
WORTH $25°° CASH
ORDER OF
PAY TO THE
HERFF FORD
• 295 UNION AVE. • 2450 SUMMER at HOLLYWOOD
TN.• C14.10 Cacao JAN. 7-21 IN COCOS:,
ONCE WITh Tinto O STAT. 114 COCA 9..0*
PRESIDENT, HERFF FO
DOLLARS
7.
HERFF FORD SAYS "WE'RE SO SURE YOU'LL BE SATISFIED THAT YOU'VE GOT THE BEST
DEAL ON A NEW '64 FORD HERE...WE'RE GUARANTEEING IT WITH THIS $25 IN CASH!'
The there theck It hoed oiNr tao puretuto Of any new reed ur
er truck er try maks turd otr er buck from Holt rca &Any the
twrDwe Of Jantmry 7-31s1. 2Nd, mm, dl.e. I. geed en reall lo•No
te Indirldualt only. Any unh prolootty on mew hi not .112151t 75t
Nen onut Do veld sitar Am.,/ H. 2044. Day Gm Ora psi,
WO hole 001 mo honeyed. NO deal•ro OWN. 
•
To show our sincerity DP NOT PRESENT CHECK until after the deal is completed
Cwt. mot ye Om wow VII
Irmit•ommo orY mod
".1oor"..dlollow 04607
OP./ O. yowl tow
ow moo •••••O
NoRI
HEW FORD
HOME OF THE MOST AFFORDABLE FORDS
• 2450 SUMMER at HOLLYWOOD
tough and they defeated
Xavier on the latter's home
floor, the Flyer's freshmen
coach hastily added.
Tennessee State, nipped by
Central 78-71 last Saturday
night was favored to whip Mc-
Kendree last Monday for its
22nd win. Despite season de-
feats to Central and Kentucky
State, A&I could take it all in
this weekend's Midwest
Tournament. The winner
draws a bid to the small col-
lege division of NCAA Tourna-
ment.
This could be a make-or-
break effort for Coach Hunter,
contrary to reports that he and
Dr. W. S. Davis had smoked
the peace Pine.
We got word that when
Jackson State played Texas
Southern in Houston two
weeks ago Dr. Harry "Patch"
Wilson of Jackson indicated he
sure would like to catch
Grambling, (Southwest confer-
ence leader) to give the people
in Jackson, Miss. something to
remember him. This alleged
statement coincides with
rumors that • he'll resign and
replace Hunter at Tennessee
State. Place your bets, the
hour of decision is nigh.
LONG FIELD GOAL
The District Five Tourney
finals are slated for Lester
Saturday night with the top
three teams moving to the
Region III meet in Ripley,
Tennessee.
In a tournment game last
week in Earle, Arkansas, the
hometeam eked out a 55-51
win over Osceola but the los-
ers' Louis Lee set a record
without even trying. Lee, aim-
ing a long pass for a teammate
at the close of the half, missed
his primary target but the
startled schoolboy cager
couldn't have been happier.
The ball sailed 81 feet through
the basket.
Henry High of Byhalia de-
feated Senatobia last Saturday
night at Byhalia to advance to
the Northeast Mississippi Sec-
tional Tournament at Cold-
water this week. Senatobia
reached the finals with a two
point victory over Holly
Springs' St. Mary's. The Cath-
olics have defeated Lester and
Father Bertrand.
Lucky She Wasn't Shot
SAN DIEGO, Calif. — (UPI)
— The defiance of a lady liquor
store clerk apparently was too
much for a gunman who tried
to hold her up.
The clerk, Mrs. Rose Alex-
ander, backed away from the
cash register and refused to
open it despite the bandit's
demands. The would-be robber
took his pistol and fled down
an alley.
CAN YOU USE
MORE CASH?
CITY FINANCE
GROUND FlOOR
STEDIEK BUILDING
"Winn /MKS 1151 YOU
GET PREIHUNIIAl
SERVJCI"
driamsommusimisosiamme•mmoi
1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC
!CAR WASH $
•
•
•
•
•
•
• SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH •
• 3100 Summer at Baltic
11 1••ma••••••NamiliiiiIissmisimmilaime
Sat. or Sun. $1.25
Sat. Open 8 AM. to 6 P.M.
Sun. Open 8 AM. to 2 P.M.
•
•
8 A.M.-6 P.M.
•Monday 
•
thru a
Friday
U
298 NEWDODGES I
IN STOCK to choose from
50,000
MILES or 5-YEAR WARkANTY
ON EVERY NEW 1963 DODGE
DON'T NUTTIN' BEAT
CHUCK HUTTON
'63 DODGE 2 'MIL$
WITH 
rush
-Button neater, Electrie Wipers, Directional
Ill Sign. to, Torsinnaire Ride, Alternator, Anti-Freese.
CHUCK HUTTON Co.
"43 YEARS WITH DODGE"
1170 Union • • Open Evenings • . BR 5.8141
emnoweem. 
SET FOR MIDWESTERN TOURNEY
Tennessee State's big Bobk Edmonds goes high for a
rebound as the Big Blues clobber conference foe Lincoln
university 128 to 83 in Kean's Little (,arden. Tennessee
State will host the annual Midwestern Basketball Tourna-
ment in Nashville Feb. 28, 29.
INCOME TAX SERVICE
EXPERT ON
.Short Forms—Long Forms
Business Forms
Tax Problems, are our Business
We Have, The Know How
9:00 A.M. To 5:30 P.M.
Monday thru Saturday
946-5734
Appointments after 6:00 p.m.
by calling above number
222 W. Brooks Rd. West of Horn Lake ltd.
t
IU
Now In
Our
NEW LOCATION
FRED RUSSELL
AUTO SERVICE
"Memphis only authorized Triumph Dealer"—
Open 'til 9 P.M. —
Pirts and Service on All Imports.
253 UNION 525-0952 or 521-9321
the
CYE:S
have
it!
(over all other vodkas+)
Dark Eyes has
that special touch
of dryness that
makes it the
preferred vodka
in Memphis.
Light as a whisper.
Taste for yourself.
*A GREAT
FAVORITE
IN MEMPHIS cunt sPimc aisrftl,§7
-
al
it
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CROWD AT SOFSTY LE SHOW
Some 525 beauticians and more than 100 students of cos-
metology jammed into the exhibition room of Ellis audi-
torium last week for the huge Sofstyle Hair Relaxer show
held here recently on Monday, Feb. 17. The new perma-
nent hair relaxer marks a major scientific breakthrough in
the field of hair beauty. Local host for the show was the
Vogue Beauty Supply company.
Beauticians To
Feature Wigs,
Hats And Songs
High fashion wigs, hats and
vocal music will be featured
when the Excellios Beauticians
chapter sponsors Friends
Day at the Sarah Brown
Branch YWCA, 1044 Mississippi
Blvd. March 22 at 3 p.m.
Plans for the program were
revealed during a recent
monthly meeting of the beauti-
cians. Also reported was that
the chapter donated a hair-
dryer and several other badly
needed items to Juvenile
court.
Mrs. Margaret Pembroke is
president of the chapter.
NEED MONEY?
Solve Your Problems -
With a Small, Low Cost
Real Estate Loan
60 Flat Monthly Payments
Cosh You
Get-
S 500.00 
51,000.00
$1,500.00.
$2,000.00
$2,500.00
55,000.00
Approx.
Mo.
Payments
S 12.90
S 23.70
$ 34.50
 $ 45.50
$ 56.20
 5110.82
Be Wise! Choose
State Savings Bank
72 MADISON
Dial JA 6-0637
ANY TIME 24 HRS. A DAY
"It's Better to
• Borrow At a Bank"
Sir Alexander Bustamante, prime minister
of Jamaica, The West Indies, proudly dis-
plays a plaque signifying that he is a paid-
in-full member of the National Association
for the Advancement of Colored People.
The plaque was presented to him by NAACP
Field Secretary Conn Cromwell, second
from right. Looking on is U. S. Ambassador
to Jamaica William Doherty and Mrs.
Cromwell.
Bridge Club Meets
With Mrs. Hassell
A meeting on Valentine
weekend of Entre Nous Bridge
club was entertained by Mrs.
Frances M. Hassell at her
home on Azalia St. The mem-
bers had an enjoyable time.
The food was colorful and
tasty, and the gifts were ador-
able.
The business session was
brief. The bridge session was
quite competitive, and con-
cluded with prizes going to
Carrie Scott, Helen Bowen, L.
Delores Scott a n d Nedra
Smith, respectively. Other
members present were Mollie
Long Essie Shaw, Lillian
Wolfe, Arand Taylor & Earn-
estine Gray.
P SALE SALE SALE SALE SALE •fl
s.;
VI LOOK! LOOK! ;41
• 50 Gals. FREE 50 Gals
of GAS of GAS
With Purchase of Cars Listed Below
 F.
1962 FORD GAL. 2 Or. H.T.
RH, A.T., W.S.W., PS., AIR. EX. CLEAN
1495 S150.00 DOWN WITHGOOD CREDIT
1960 OLDS. Super 88-2 Dr. H.T.
R.H.,A.T.,W.S.W.,P.S.B.
1645 NO MONEY DOWNWITH GOOD CREDIT
1961 CHEV. IMP. 2 Dr., H.T., R.H., AT., P.S.
s 1795 30 MONTHSTO PAY
mere
5 RAMBLER,
D-4 2Is1-2516 Poplar s•sou
mict-south.: Largest Used Car Mart
, ALE SALE -SALE S.VLE SALE SALE
8 ROOM HOUSE FOR SALE
Corner location on two lots. Hot air heat.
110 miles from Chicago Illinois in South
Haven, Michigan. Only a few blocks from
Lake Michigan Beach.
Call Mr. Whittier Sengstacke
275-3972 or JAckson 6-8397
A-1
USED CARS
FROM
HULL DOBBS
1960 CHRY., New Yorker, 4 Dr; Sedan, 
Si
. H.. Anton!. Transm., P.S.B.,
Like New  
295
1956 CADILLAC, 4 Dr., H.T., Fully
 s 695Equiped, Power & Air 
$Power & Air 
1959 T. BIRD, Fully Equiped, 1 295
$Fact. Air 
1960 BUICK, 2 Dr., V-8, R.H., 1O95
1959 IMPALA Cher., 2 Dr., H.T.,
R.H., S. Trans., 6 Cyl.,
Price to Sell $ 995.
$ 1960 MONTEREY Mercury, 4 Dr., 895Fully Equipped, P. & Air 
1958 CADILLAC, 4 Dr., H.T. $1195Fully Equipped, P. & Air 
1959 FORD Gal., Sedan. 4 Dr.,
V-8. R.H.. Autom. Trans., 
$ 995Cleanest In Town 
1961 FORD Gal.. Sedan, 4 Or..
V-8. R.H.. Autom. Trans., 
$ 1 195P. Steering 
$1959 CHEV. Wagon, 9 Pass., 895R.H.. Autom. Trans.
Financing No Problem, We Own Our
FINANCE COMPANY
,THIRD & GAYSO AVENUE • JA 6-8871
OPEN MITES
Not All Gasoline Tax Helps Build Highways
No similarly necessary
product in the country is taxed
at a rate even aproaching that
on gasoline, says a special re-
port on gasoline taxes in the
February issue of the Humble
News.
The article says the average
of combined state and federal
t.oces on gasoline comes to
3,000 Attend
Voter Education
Program In S. C.
KNOXVILLE - More than
000 persons from six south-
ern states were reached by a
recent Southside Voter Educa-
tion Internship program spon-
sored by the Highlander Re-
search and Education Center,
Inc., Knoxville, according to a
report from the director,
Myles Horton.
The program was held at
Johns Island, S. C., and brcught
together students who had led
and participated. at various
civil rights activities. Partici-
pating in the four-month Cit-
izenship School and Political
Education meetings held once
a week were 881 persons.
An experimental venture,
the Voter Education Pro-
gram combined case studies of
civil rights on an individual
basis along with voter educa-
tion workshops for politically
conscious Negroes and whites.
five times the excise tax rate
applied to luxuries such as
furs, jewelry, perfume, silver-
ware and entertainment.
"The oil industry has al-
ways supported ad equate
roads, and it agrees that fuel
taxes should be used to build
and maintain them," the Hum-
ble publication says. "It also
believes that a good highway
system benefits more people
than the highway user him-
self. For example, it aids na-
tional defense, opens up new
areas, creates new values,
lowers ' transportation costs,
Grambling's Old
Steamroller Is
Back At Desk
GRAMBLING, La. - Form-
er Grumbling cage Coach W.
L. Garner, an old timer who
had his teams steamrolling
downcourt in the late twen-
ties, has returned to his desk
as college registrar after
spending a week in a Ruston
hospital,
The registrar was Gram-
bling's first basketball coach.
Before the advent of the
modern, high-scoring game,
he captured the imagination of
fans with clubs that featured
good shooting, tight defensive
play and rugged rebounding.
He coached Tiger teams
from 1929 to 1940.
and benefits every citizen in
many other ways. For these
reasons, it is unfair to expect
highway user taxes to bear
the entire cost of highways."
WIDE USES
Many people think that gas-
oline taxes all go into building
and maintaining streets and
roads, the article continues.
"This frequently is not true.
In the past ten years, for ex-
ample, New Jersey has dou-
bled its tax on gasoline, from
3 to 6 cents a gallon, and all
the increase was diverted-
some of it to subsidize rail
commuter service. In Illinois,
legislators have more than
once proposed higher gasoline
expedites essential services, taxes to subsidize Chicago's
publicly-owned subway,
voter, and bus transports
•
systems.
The federal government has
also diverted gasoline tax mon-
ey. In 1932, the government
for the first time imposed a
'temporary' - one-cent-a-gallon
tax on gasoline. The tax was
openly a depression-prompted
revenue-raiser for the general '
fund. It wasn't until 1956 that
the government started spe-
cifically earmarking a portion
of the motorists' tax burden
for highway use. But $1 ifs bil-
lionof federal highway user
tax money is still being divert-
ed to non-highway uses each
year."
1
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a
New Subscription Order!'
Kindly send me the Tri-State
Defender to address below
One year $6.00 Six months $3.50
THE NEW TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Street Addrest Zone No 
City stga. 
Classified Ads . .
Apts. For Rent
FOR RENT
848 POPULAR
Two Bedrooms, Living Room,
Dining Room, Both& Kitchen.
APARTMENT
Heat and Writer Furnished.
Must have reference. Apply
Apartment 19. Joe Blench
FURNISHED ROOM FOR RENT
$6.50 weekly. Utlliti•• included.
Working woman or man, 547 Dutro.
JAckson 6-0176
Autos For Sale
1954 Chen., 210 powerglide, extra
clean. $395.00 cask, after 5:30 a.m..
please rail - GL 2-3273.
'2 TON CHEVY STEP.IN VAN. Al.!,
ALUMINUM BODY. DUO BACK
WHEELS, CAPACITY 52.000 Lb..
EXcellent condition. Call Strict
275.3972
Chnk Cur Ads Daily
For Sale Misc.
5 ACRES FOR SALE
3108 N. Germantown Road north of
HIghsvsy 64 sr. Eilendale can be
shown by owner. Anytime. Mrs. George
Gibbs. Jr.
ONE BOOK CASE, BED, COMPLETE
mattress and spring, one dresser,
2 chest of drawers, one washing ma-
chine. One dinette net, one inswing
machine. CALL BR 6.2370. 2152
Piedmont St.
2 TRANSISTORS RADIOS $4.
Mens automatic self opening push-
button acetate umbrellas, $3.00 ea..
Blue denim shop aprona $1.25 so., Long
playing Phonograph records of Ray
Charles. B.B. King, Duke Ellington,
Etta James, Teddy Wilson, Erroll
Garner, etc. $1.50 ea. We pay Postage.
Write for illustrated price sheet:
AMERICAN NEGRO MAIL ORDER
CO. 3512 S. Michigan Blvd., Chicelgo.
III. - 60653
HOUSEHOLD GOODS
FOR SALE
SINGER SEWING
MACHINE AUTOMATIC
Like new, Zio•Zeo, Mono-
grams, makes Button Holes,
Sews on Buttons without at-
tachment. Sold New for over
$300.00. Bol. now due only
$89.86. Pay $8.26 a month,
Liberal Trade-In on old mach-
ine. For Free Home Trial
Call 276-4450
EPSTEIN LOAN OFFICE
162-164-166 BEALE ST.
MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL JA 6-1450
CALLING
ALL
NEWSBOYS
You Can Earn Cash By Selling
The Tri-State Defender
. -
Call or Come In Today.
Hurry! Call JA 6-8397 Now!
236 So. Wellington St.
For Sale Misc.
Oger-PCZ 11°D Tele, I 3WON
3]21d '°A '14". ° 0194 hod
68.91,S anp a3u0109 'sat/54G5
42uoj pun sajoH uossne
alotu 'suror6ouopy 'r060z-t3iz
9'Ill...,1.3N19VD NI.,
SU3DVZ-9IZ /139NIS
Help Wanted
HELP WANTED 
Salesmen or saleswomen to sell
furniture or appliance.
Good Income
Call 948-0172
Will do typing in my home or office
323-4657
FULL OR PARTIME AGENTS TO
sell hOUsehold appliances and furni-
ture.. Liberal commission with chance
to own stocks in a growing concern.
High school seniors or graduates. Eape-
daily solicited. 13 weeks course In
eale.smanship offered free.
Phone 398-7956
NICE HOME ISAR 146.641'
3 LARGE ROOMS - HALF BATH.
retired or settled couple. Near
tar bus II.. Stove FURNISHED.
BR 2-3237
ARE YOU INTERESTED IN MAKING
$50 to 6100 during your spare time"
A Great opportunity awaits you for
limited time only. Call 942-5639 Imme-
diately for appointment and further in-
formation Monday thru Friday 9 to 5.
For Women or Men
Willing to work 3 or 4 hrs. a day
$35.00 - $65.00 weekly selling
Cosmetics and Household needs.
Apply 300 East McLemore
9 A. M - 11 A. M
WANTED
2 Beauticians with followings to
work in modern shop. Apply 300
East McLernore Ph. 948-8689
Help Wanted
WANTED
MAN WITH CAK OR STATION
WAGON
MIST BE A GO-GETTER
To deliver and Nell petters weekly
Salary plue commission
New Tri-State Publishing Company
236 South Wellington litteet
ATTENTION WOMEN
Data room printer for commercial
studio Some exp. required call
BR 5-3094
Owen College Student desires to do
Typing in Home or vvill go to the
Office caM 323-4892 Mies Alton.
Garner
RESOLVE TO work for good govern-
ment in '64. Elect George °rider to
Congress Write Elect (Hider Corn-
mate, 225 Hickories Bldg,. Memphis.
Attention Women
Dark room printer for commercial
studio. Some exp. required( Cal.
BR 5-3094
BARBERS WANTED
1745 Castalia, WH 8-9262.
Ask for Mr. Goffmanink
Houses For Sale
Full or part time agents to sell house-
hold appliance and fUrniture. Liberal
commission with chance to own stock
In • growing concern. HIgh echool
senior:I or graduate.. Especially eolicited.
13 wee. course in salesmanship of-
fered free.
PHONE 398-7956
6 ROOM HOUSE
6 room 2 bath house, or duplex. Same
as new. G. I. appraised. 2530 Calbert.
Telephone 324-0485
HOUSES FOR RENT
647-53 South Wellington St.
3 Room Frame, Duplexes
$32.00 per month
Call BR 2-2115
HAVE EXCELLENT OPPORTUNIT!
for qualified, interested person who
desires to make $50 to $100 par week
during spare time. No age Omit. For
further information call 942-5639 Mon-
day Dim Friday 9 to 5 p.m,
AN UNTAPPED
SOURCE OF
REVENUE
FOR YOU
Salesmen and saleswomen
wanted to sell retail advertis-
ing in the Memphis mai Let.
We pay 25 per cent and 30
per cent contract commission
on the dollar.
THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER
238 South Wellington Street
Memphis, Tenn.
Eern $50.00 or more weekly in your
home. Write: BenleMin Hunter Box
4463, Chicago. Illinois 80607
HOUSE FOR RENT
710 Madison 7 rooms and bath
$50.00 a month, apply 726
Madison. See Mr. E. Woodside
HOUSE FOR SALE
19 E. Oemost•r
4 rooms - 3 rooms FHA
50-150 lots
$3,000 for each house,
Near Car lines-Call day or night
946-5052
BU RK L EY Upholstery Shop
"FURNITURE REPAIRING"
44Restyling, Refinishing..
*Custom Built Furniture 4
a FREE ESTIMATES
4 Pick Up and Delivery
CALL 946-6344
1484 Mississippi Blvd.
Special Services
GUARANTEED N. Y. LIVE-IN Mall
lobs. sas-sss wk. Fare advanced
Mallory Agency
Lynbrook. N. Y
NATHAN'SLOAN UFFICE.
BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
176 a 1711 REAL STREET JA 6-5300
TELL IT TO TIN! E WCOMILICIO WITH
Aavrill0.1:
4
